3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.4

Emergency Admissions: Children & Young People ACS Conditions

Performance Comments
Emergency admissions for Children and Young People ACS conditions in January are below plan,
by 6, for fourth month out of five. As a result, the year to date variance improved, but remains
above plan by 32. The largest increase in admissions relates to asthma.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Commissioners note the improved performance in the last five months, but recognise the
importance of continued improvement in this area of work. Commissioner plans include:
Redesign community paediatrics, focusing on the conditions that are the cause of a number of
emergency admissions. This will be completed by 1st September 2013.
Invest in community nursing services; increased resources to nurse children in the community.
Increase the number of continuing care packages to support the most vulnerable children.
Continued work on the SEND Pathfinder with Local Authority colleagues; twelve Education,
Health and Care Plans have now been agreed to support children and their families.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.5

Emergency Admissions: Acute Ambulatory Care Sensitive (ACS) Conditions

Performance Comments
Emergency admissions for Acute ACS conditions in January are below plan, by (8.45%), for the
third consecutive month. As a result, the year to date variance improved, but remains above plan
by 3.97%. By far, the largest increase in admissions relates to flu & pneumonia.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
PbR rules now incentivise a best practice payment for reducing inpatient stays for patients with
ambulatory care sensitive conditions and moving these patients to zero length of stay. In late
November, WWL FT underwent a bed reconfiguration whereby inpatient beds were converted to
ambulatory care sensitive short stay facilities. The intention is to see short stay admissions for
these conditions increase and long stay admissions reduce. Commissioners will be analysing the
impact of the bed reconfiguration throughout March and April as the initial flex and freeze financial /
activity data is received to understand the true impact.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.6

Patient Experience: Hospital Inpatient Survey

Performance Comments
WWL performance was below national average for a third consecutive year in the 2011/12 survey.
However, performance improved by two points and was within a point of the national average.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The Performance Management Sub Group to the Contract Management Group monitors all work
and interim metrics undertaken by WWL FT in improving and measuring their performance against
this target.
As part of the WWL FT contract for 2012/13, commissioners have invested recurrently in
developing higher nursing staff ward ratios by implementing the “Safer Nursing Care Tool”.
Recruitment commenced in April for 39.14 WTE additional qualified nurses and 10.18 WTE
additional non-qualified nurses at WWL FT. The performance team is expecting patient satisfaction
with services to improve as a result of the tool implementation.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.7

Waiting Times: Diagnostics

Performance Comments
January performance is below the national standard of 1% for the fourth consecutive month, at
0.80%. As a result, the year to date position has improved to above plan by 1.12%. Tests for
Cystoscopy have the largest number of breaches (11).
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
WWL has reported achievement of the target in February, and is on track to achieve the target in
March. The CCG has worked with WWL FT to understand the scale of demand for 2013/14 and
have built this impact into planning assumptions linked capacity requirements for the Cancer
Campaigns.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.8

Healthcare Associated Infections: MRSA

Performance Comments
Two MRSA infections are reported for January; one at WWL and the other at Bolton. The infection
at WWL is not hospital-attributable; that is, the patient displayed symptoms within 48 hours of
admission. However, the infection at Bolton is hospital-attributable. As a result, year to date
performance is now two infections above plan and the full year target of six cannot be achieved.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Root cause analysis on MRSA bacteraemia in January show that the case reported from WWL to
be a contaminate specimen. However, this continues to be reported in the figures for the PCT. This
has resulted in the PCT missing the end of year plan. WWL have reinforced the method of taking
blood culture specimens in order to prevent further contaminated specimens.
A new system is to be introduced in April to monitor MRSA bacteraemia consisting of post infection
review panels.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.8

Healthcare Associated Infections: Clostridium Difficile

Performance Comments
January performance has increased slightly (twelve infections) and is again above plan. The year
to date performance is twenty nine infections (37.66%) above plan. More than half (59) of the yearto-date infections are attributed to community sources.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Root cause analysis continues to identify that a number of CDIs, other than those which receive
antibiotics, have neoplastic disease, alcohol related disease or are relapses following previous
episodes of Clostridium Difficile.
The Health Protection Team continues to work to the borough wide recovery action plan for C
Difficile with partners, in order to reverse the upward trend.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.9

Public Health: Smoking Quitters

Performance Comments
To allow time for patients to quit and follow-up assessments to be completed, this indicator is
reported three months in arrears. The number of confirmed quitters in October (253) is 18.39%
below plan. As a result, year-to-date performance is 69 (3.30%) quitters below plan.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Work is continuing with the Community Pharmacists and GP practices to speed up the collection of
data. It must be noted that the rise in the use of e-cigarettes as an alternative to quitting smoking is
affecting the number of smokers presenting to the service. This reflects the effect of e-cigarettes
regionally and nationally.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.10

Public Health: NHS Health Checks Offered

Performance Comments
The percentage (4.98%) of patients offered an NHS Health Check in Quarter 3 is marginally below
the plan figure of 5%. As a result, the year to date variance remains below plan (15%) at 14.28%.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
There are large quarterly variations in the numbers offered; in 2011/12 it ranged from 1.6% to
7.6%. This year quarterly numbers exceed the 2011/12 figures and the cumulative number of
people invited this year is much higher than last year. However, at year end this KPI may
marginally underachieve, as described below.
Invitations to attend for a screen in Wigan Borough achieve a higher uptake (69%) than the
national response rate (60%). If the annual target of 20% (21,906 people) to be offered a check
were to be met, it would generate 15,115 Health Checks. The target for Health Checks received is
12% of the eligible population, or 13,140 people to be screened. Our current trajectory for this
indicator is to achieve 13,146 Health Checks – which is on target. The PCT is currently projected to
overspend the allocated budget by approximately £73,000. If the number of people invited is
increased, this overspend will rise. However, the PCT is comfortably on trajectory to meet the full
year number receiving a check, which is the desired outcome.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.11

Inpatient Admissions: Non-Elective

Performance Comments
Non-elective admissions in January are below plan, by 111 (3.52%), for the fifth month out of six.
However, the year to date variance remains above plan, by 493 (1.64%). Admissions are 0.50%
higher than the same period last year.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
There were extraordinary pressures experienced in urgent care during the first four months of the
year. Commissioners have been analysing through audit: 1) the decision making supporting
admissions during this period and 2) the coding of complexities. The audit was conducted in
September and reviewed June and July data. There were no concerns regarding clinical decision
making around admissions from the audit findings. There were some concerns regarding clinical
coding and this is being built into the contract negotiation.
The reduction in NEL admissions is likely to be linked to the internal bed reconfiguration at WWL
FT and moving more activity to ambulatory care short stay admissions.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.12

Referrals: GP

Performance Comments
Referrals from GPs in January are above plan by 162 (2.47%). As a result, year to date
performance is now above plan by 1,011 (1.66%). 57% of this variance can be attributed to the
first-time reporting of activity data by the independent provider Fairfield. The remaining variance is
wholly attributable to referrals to WWL.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Commissioners will continue to monitor this area of referral activity and attempt to understand the
true impact of referrals from GPs, once the Fairfield anomaly is excluded from the comparisons
against the originally set plan established from 2012/13 activity.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.13

Referrals: Other

Performance Comments
Referrals from Other (none GP) sources in January are above plan by 342 (9.61%). As a result,
year to date performance has increased to 1,529 (4.36%) above plan. WWL accounts for over 45%
of this variance, with significant increases reported at other providers; in particular Salford, Central
Manchester and Bolton.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Monthly audits of Consultant to consultant referrals continue. The number of referrals that are noncompliant with CCG contractually agreed policy has reduced. Commissioners are also
investigating non consultant referrals; for example, nurse and AHPs. Management of these
referrals is being built into the contract negotiation with WWL FT. Commissioners will be reviewing
the trends with other Trusts other referrals and will liaise with nominated commissioners if the trend
continues.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.14

Outpatient Attendances: GP Referrals

Performance Comments
Outpatient attendances following a GP referral in January are above plan by 276 (5.05%). As a
result, the year to date variance is 1,565 (3.01%) above plan. As with the GP Referrals made
indicator, almost 40% of this variance can be attributed to the new reporting of activity data by
Fairfield. The remaining variance is almost wholly attributable to WWL.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Commissioners are working with WWL FT to attempt to understand the actual detail surrounding
the cause for the increase. Treatment threshold management, such as Effective Use of Resource
Policy, is being closely performance managed by the team.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.15

Outpatient Attendances: All Referrals

Performance Comments
Outpatient attendances from all referrals in January are above plan by 216 (2.33%). As a result,
the year to date performance is 2,085 (2.38%) above plan. As previously stated, the introduction of
new activity data from Fairfield continues to have an increased impact on performance, along with
the continuing over-performance at WWL.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Commissioners are working with WWL FT to attempt to understand the actual detail surrounding
the cause for the increase. Treatment threshold management, such as Effective Use of Resource
Policy, is being closely performance managed by the team.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.16

Inpatient Admissions: Elective Daycase

Performance Comments
Daycase elective admissions in January are above plan by 217 (5.63%). As a result, the year to
date variance is above plan by 2,208 (6.23%). Over half (1,244) of this over performance can be
attributed to admissions at WWL, while almost 17% of the variance can be attributed to the new
reporting of activity data by Fairfield. In addition, significant increases are seen at other providers;
in particular Salford, Central Manchester, St Helens & Knowsley and South Manchester.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The over performance is largely as a result of backlog clearance across most specialities,
especially in Trauma and Orthopaedics. As a result, the performance has resulted in improved
RTTs at aggregate level.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.17

Inpatient Admissions: Total Elective

Performance Comments
Total elective admissions in January are above plan by 142 (3.06%). As a result, the year to date
variance has moved further above plan by 1,175 (2.67%). Admissions at WWL account for less
than half of the above plan position, with significant increases seen at Salford and St Helens &
Knowsley. In addition, the introduction of data from Fairfield has had an impact on performance.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The over performance is largely as a result of backlog clearance across most specialities,
especially in Trauma and Orthopaedics. As a result, the performance has resulted in improved
RTTs at aggregate level.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.18

Diagnostics: Endoscopy Based Tests

Performance Comments
The number of Endoscopy tests during January is 78 (7.04%) above plan. As a result, the year to
date variance has moved further above plan, by 302 (3.04%).
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The variance directly correlates with the cancer awareness campaigns that were launched in the
autumn of 2012.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.19

Diagnostics: Non-Endoscopy Based Tests

Performance Comments
The number of Non-Endoscopy tests during January is 107 (1.10%) above plan. As a result, the
year to date variance is now above plan by 5,788 (6.99%).
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The variance directly correlates with the cancer awareness campaigns that were launched in the
autumn of 2012.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.20

Referral To Treatment: Waiting On Incomplete Pathways

Performance Comments
The number of patients waiting on incomplete pathways at the end of January is above plan by 85
(0.52%). However, for the fourth consecutive month, the trend has shown an improvement. The
biggest improvement is at WWL, where numbers are now 176 below plan. However, numbers
remain above plan at other providers, the most significant of which are Bolton (106 above plan)
and St Helens & Knowsley (77).
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
The main area where a backlog in elective care exists is Trauma and Orthopaedics. WWL FT has
recently declared that the backlog for this speciality will not be cleared until March 2014. An urgent
clinical debate is being organised for April between consultants and GPs to explore options
available to speed up the new plan. The discussions will explore options around the use of the
independent sector and management of referrals differently from the MSK CATs service.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.21

Health Visitors: Number Of FTEs

Performance Comments
The number of Whole Time Equivalent (WTE) Health Visitors employed at Bridgewater Community
Healthcare remains static at 69.49 WTE in January. As a result, performance remains 7.63 WTE
below the target of 77.12.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
A financial agreement to support delivery of this indicator was agreed with Bridgewater Community
Healthcare (BCH). Recruitment and retention remains an on-going challenge due to a national
shortage of Health Visitors. Commissioning of Health Visiting services will be undertaken by the
National Commissioning Board: Greater Manchester Local Area Team from April 2013. Work is ongoing to ensure a smooth transition.
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3. ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS NOT ACHIEVING TARGET
3.22

Choose & Book: Independent Sector Referrals

Performance Comments
January performance of 6.70% is the lowest figure of the current year and is over two points below
the national average of 9.22%. As a result, the year to date position has reduced to 7.72%.
Remedial Actions Reported By Indicator Owner
Regular training sessions delivered to referrers give an opportunity to ensure that GPs and practice
staff are up to date with the range of services available via Choose and Book; including those
within the independent sector. To consolidate this training, monthly newsletters are sent out to GPs
and their staff, reinforcing messages relating to NHS contracted services and patient choice.
Choice Centre staff continue to facilitate patient choice, through the provision of choice
conversations, which are also available via Choose and Book.
Information on the promotion of services through the Any Qualified Provider (AQP) protocol is
regularly sent to referrers, to raise awareness of services available on Choose and Book. A
number of these AQP providers are from the independent sector.
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APPENDIX 1: THRESHOLDS FOR RAG RATINGS
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APPENDIX 2: REFERRAL TO TREATMENT: ANALYSIS OF 52+ WEEK WAITS
Analysis of those patients waiting beyond 18 weeks revealed that a very small proportion was
waiting in excess of 52 weeks; nationally and locally. NHS ALW has been working closely with
WWL FT and the other providers reporting these long waits. Investigations revealed most of these
to be “administrative events” rather than genuine breaches; that is, patient clocks that should have
been stopped for various reasons had continued to run.
As a result of these interventions, the number of 52+ week waiters has reduced throughout
2012/13. As at January, the number of ALW patients waiting 52+ weeks had reached zero, for the
first time since RTT measurement began.
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APPENDIX 3: CANCER TREATMENT WITHIN 62 DAYS
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Mike Tate

RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISION
REQUIRED:

To note the contents of the paper.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Board is asked to approve the proposed approach to delivery, as described in the paper. The QIPP
lead team will proactively support and manage progress with the project leads to ensure projects stay
on track between meetings. The board is asked to support the team in this process. This may require
re-prioritising work where necessary. This will help protect against projects falling behind schedule
unnecessarily.
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Board

QIPP Long Term Conditions ‐ Activty Profile

Cluster
Number

Area

Locality
Group
WCG

1

ULC
Ashton
AL&PF
ULC

2

Ashton ULC

3

Ashton

4

5

North
Wigan

Ashton ULC

Ashton

AL&PF
WCG

6

Wigan

AL&PF

ULC

Practice

Dr Alistair Partnership
Pal
Sharma (Medicentre)
Ashworth
Pitalia

Y02378
P92630
P92001
P92034
P92041

Shahbazi
Bajaj
Braithwaite Road
Anis
Xavier

P92639
P92648
P92002
P92012
P92651

Pennygate

P92016

The Ince Practice (Higher)
Lower Ince
Ullah

P92616
P92620
P92031

Ninan
P92004
Ahmed
P92006
Intrahealth ‐ Lower Ince / PlaY02274
Dalton
Ollerton
Kirk
Zaman
Russell & Kumar
Saxena

P92653
P92647
P92642
P92005
P92024
P92038

Suntha
Pemberton Practice
Bezzina & Partners

P92008
P92019
P92021

7

Wigan

WCG

8

Wigan

North Wigan Shevington
Standish

9

Wigan

WCG

10

Wigan

WCG

11

Wigan

North Wigan

GP Code

P92017
P92014

Mughal
Intrahealth ‐ Marsh Green
Seabrook
Ellis

P92003
Y02885
P92030
P92634

Aspull Surgery
Longshoot
Sullivan Way

P92015
P92026
P92011

Beech Hill Medical Practice P92010

Comb
List Size

24190

20524

16645

15425

17115

22083

24000

25000

18000

18878

13429

Number 0f
Pat > 30%
Risk Score
78
19
72
52
106
48
19
67
54
72
197

76
50
35
96
88
29
43
48
49
40
36
16
126
137
106
125
132

114
29
45
42
69
125
112
148

Total
Num

% of Total
Pat >30%
Risk Score

327

8%

Equal profile

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

100%

Rising Profile

2%

4%

6%

6%

8%

8%

8%

10%

10%

12%

12%

14%

100%

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Check

Patient on Case
Management

7

13

20

20

26

26

26

33

33

39

39

46

327

Patient on Case
Management

5

10

16

16

21

21

21

26

26

31

31

36

260

Patient on Case
Management

4

8

12

12

16

16

16

20

20

24

24

28

197

Patient on Case
Management

3

6

10

10

13

13

13

16

16

19

19

23

161

Patient on Case
Management

4

9

13

13

17

17

17

21

21

26

26

30

213

Patient on Case
Management

5

9

14

14

19

19

19

23

23

28

28

32

232

Patient on Case
Management

7

15

22

22

30

30

30

37

37

44

44

52

369

Patient on Case
Management

5

10

15

15

21

21

21

26

26

31

31

36

257

Patient on Case
Management

5

9

14

14

18

18

18

23

23

28

28

32

230

Patient on Case
Management

6

12

18

18

24

24

24

31

31

37

37

43

306

Patient on Case
Management

3

6

9

9

12

12

12

15

15

18

18

21

148

% against
List size

1.4%

260

7%
1.3%

197

5%

161

4%

1.2%

1.0%

213

5%
1.2%

232

6%
1.1%

369

9%
1.5%

257

7%

230

6%

1.0%

1.3%

306

8%
1.6%

148

4%

1.1%

Cluster
Number

12

13

Area

Leigh

Leigh

Locality
Group

AL&PF

AL&PF

TABA
14

Leigh

AL&PF
TABA
WBC
TABA

15

16

Leigh

Leigh

TABA

TABA

Practice

GP Code

Esa
Doublet‐Stewart
Maung
Lewis
Martin
Tomar
Trivedi

P92615
P92606
P92623
P92632
P92607
P92035
P92029

Brookmill
Das
Spielman
Gupta
Foxleigh
Premier Health

P92023
P92643
P92007
Y00050
P92602
P92621

Atrey
Sharma
Vasanth
JC Thompson
ART Thompson (7Brooks)
Hati‐Kakoty

P92626
P92619
P92635
P92042
P92652
P92633

Intrahealth ‐ Tyldesley
C Khatri
Shah
K Khatri
Sivakumar
Alva & Partner
Anderson

Y02321
P92033
P92028
P92646
P92020
P92637
P92605

Intrahealth ‐ Leigh Sports Vil Y02887
Intrahealth Family Practice Y02886
Leigh Family Practice ‐ IntegrY02322

Comb
List Size

23790

24815

20285

28100

9393

321672

Number 0f
Pat > 30%
Risk Score

34
45
23
27
28
31
49
119
17
77
13
28
38
56
18
31
66
63
35
68
52
50
24
35
14
66
9
17
97

Total

Total
Num

% of Total
Pat >30%
Risk Score

237

6%

% against
List size

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Check

Patient on Case
Management

5

9

14

14

19

19

19

24

24

28

28

33

237

Patient on Case
Management

6

12

18

18

23

23

23

29

29

35

35

41

292

Patient on Case
Management

5

11

16

16

22

22

22

27

27

32

32

38

269

Patient on Case
Management

6

12

19
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QIPP (Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention) Annual Plan 2013/14
1. Introduction
1.1. The NHS is facing a huge challenge. The costs of medicines, technology and fuel
are rising; demand for healthcare is growing. The NHS, together with our partners in
social care, must continue to improve the health and wellbeing of people living in
Ashton, Leigh and Wigan whilst making our money stretch further.
1.2. Everyone has a part to play in meeting the challenge in order to sustain and improve
the high quality care we provide now. Nationally, the NHS needs to achieve up to
£20 billion of efficiency savings by 2015. This is why QIPP plans are being
implemented NHS money wisely and ‘making every penny count’.
2. The Local Challenge
2.1. The challenge to Wigan Borough CCG is set out explicitly in the 2013/14 Financial
Plan Paper coming to March 2013 Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) Board. This
identifies the financial gap that must be bridged to achieve financial targets in
2013/14. The methodology and process for bridging this gap is the QIPP
programme.
2.2. Developing QIPP schemes is essential to ensure that the CCG continues to improve
outcomes for patients and meet the significant financial challenge both in 2013/14
and in the years beyond. It is important that the CCG takes significant actions now
that will sustain and safeguard quality in future years.
2.3. The CCG has a strong track record of achieving its QIPP targets, meeting the
£10.6m challenge in 2011/12 and on target to meet the £18.1m requirement in
2012/13.
2.4. The 2013/14 financial planning undertaken by the CCG has highlighted a £18.2m
gap between its available resources and the activity the CCG plans to provide. This
gap is the QIPP financial target in the coming financial year and is planned to be met
by the schemes listed in appendix A.
2.5. The first two years of the QIPP challenge have been dominated by financial and
efficiency requirements but now services need to undergo radical transformational
change which will include in some cases clinical service redesign.
3. Delivery of QIPP Programme
3.1. The CCG through its QIPP programme plans to support modes of delivery that are
both sustainable and centred on patients’ needs. From 2013/14, this means a step
change in the approach to QIPP with full clinically led CCG ownership of the clinical
changes needed to ensure service and financial sustainability.
3.2. This will be achieved by the matrix working approach detailed in appendix B. The
themes from the workshop held in November 2012 have been grouped into
workstreams and each assigned a clinical lead and support from a multi-disciplinary
team drawn from across the directorates.
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3.3. In addition to CCG initiatives, Wigan organisations are collaboratively working on
QIPP programmes. The largest of which is Long Term Conditions (LTC)

4. Long Term Conditions
4.1. One of the key challenges facing all health economies is the management and care
of people with long term conditions. The World Health Organisation has described
this as “the health care challenge of this century.” As a result of the Wigan QIPP
Programme Board initiatives LTC savings will be realised in 2013/14. Contracts with
WWL and Bridgewater will reflect the changes. (See appendix C for detailed
metrics)
4.2. It has been estimated that 78% of healthcare resources are attributable to people
living with long term conditions. In order to meet this challenge the CCG is working
in partnership with Wrightington, Wigan and Leigh Foundation Trust, Bridgewater
Community Health Trust, 5 Boroughs Mental Health Partnership and Wigan MBC to
developed an integrated approach to managing Long Term Conditions within the
health economy.
4.3. The aim is to slow disease progression and reduce the need for unscheduled acute
admissions. This will be achieved by a three-stage progress:
i.
ii.
iii.

Predictive modelling patients at high risk of emergency admissions - this is
facilitated through the use of the risk stratification tool
Active case and care management of patients with multiple long-term
conditions
Supporting patients to understand and manage their own condition

4.4. The whole systems approach to active case and care management, is delivered by
working in partnership with community and secondary care health providers, Social
Services, General Practitioner’s (GP’s) and the voluntary sector in order to support
patients, and help prevent unnecessary hospital admissions particularly via Accident
and Emergency.
4.5. Active case/care management is achieved through the utilisation of advanced
clinical skills and expert knowledge of health and social care systems, in order to
develop patient centred care programmes and to facilitate a seamless care pathway
across the health and social care interface. The purpose is to ensure patients
remain at home for as long as possible, facilitating choices in healthcare and social
care including end of life choices.
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Table 1 Model of population management and cost per case.

4.6. Supporting the Long Term Conditions programme the CCG has established number
of working groups on the back of a QIPP workshop, held in November 2012. The
workshop included GPs, practice nurses, practice managers, in addition to CCG
staff, with the aim of identifying potential QIPP schemes to address both the
financial challenge and local health inequalities. The seven working groups cover
the following areas;








Acute activity;
Diabetes & Podiatry;
Cancer and End of Life;
CVD;
COPD;
Pain management; and
Prescribing.

5. QIPP Principles & Process
5.1. The CCG has embarked on a programme approach to QIPP, adopting the
RightCare principles of seeking improvement opportunities at population level,
focussing in on the service areas with the most scope for reform.
5.2. In line with this, the principle of triangulating indicative data has been adopted to
support the first phase of determining which service areas to review for the highest
impact and most effective reforms that are appropriate for the health economy. NHS
RightCare’s products have been used to support this, including the Atlases of
Variation, the Spend and Outcome Tool and Programme Budgeting Marginal
Analysis, as well as Better Care Better Value Indicators and NHS Evidence Case
Study Reviews.
5.3. Once a service area is identified as a possible QiPP scheme a sponsor is identified
to take the scheme forward to the next phase, which is the production of a business
case.
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5.4. The production of the business case and the challenge process applied ensures the
identified schemes are sustainable and viable, The business cases include details
on;
 Any expected outcomes/improvements the project will make
 Identification of a clinical lead
 Why is the project needed?
 What are the objectives?
 How will the objectives be delivered?
 What are the anticipated benefits?
 How will the project be measured i.e. Performance Targets
 What are the governance arrangements
 Identification of all key milestones
 Identification of all assumptions / risks & constraints.
5.5. By adopting a universal process for all business cases, we can ensure all projects
are assessed equally, whilst maintaining the seeking out and delivering opportunities
to improve value to patients and the population are at the heart of the approach.
5.6. Once accepted through the business case review schemes are then entered onto
the “long list” in one of two categories, either cash releasing or non-cash releasing.
Our current “long list” detailing the schemes identified to meet the 2013/14 QIPP gap
is included as appendix A.

6. Reporting
6.1. As with previous years to enable robust monitoring all schemes sponsors will be
requested to submit clear financial phasing of their schemes. This will allow us to
report in year planned expected savings against actual savings achieved. Where
individual schemes “slip” against planned savings, sponsors will be required to
submit action plans on how they plan to turn scheme around in order to achieve the
original savings
6.2. The delivery and monitoring of the total QIPP savings and associated action plans
will be essential to support the financial stability of the CCG. Challenge will be
provided via the monthly QIPP meetings and the Finance and Performance
Committee both chaired by Dr Kumar. Scheme owners will be asked to provide
updates to ensure schemes remain on track, where variances occur action plans to
address the variance will be required.
7. Risks & Mitigation
7.1. There are a number of risks facing the QIPP challenge in 2013/14, which if not
mitigated or controlled may lead to the target not being achieved. These include;






Control/ regulation of demand – GP referral management
Provider excesses – rigorous control of contract content
Lack of engagement of stakeholders - Engagement of all stakeholders,
though events and regular communication.
Insufficient capacity to delivery QIPP plans – Matrix working and flexible
management
Non-delivery of anticipated QIPP financial benefits – monitoring through QIPP
group and senior management one to ones with the executive.
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8. Conclusion
8.1. This year’s QIPP challenge is extremely demanding, and to achieve the CCG target
it will require full organisational involvement and robust monitoring. Where schemes
are expected to deliver savings from the 1st April, these savings will be taken out of
the respective budget and contract. Early intervention where schemes are deemed
as “slipping” will be essential in order that suitable recovery programmes can be
established. Therefore it is critical that scheme owners take full accountability for the
QiPP schemes they are responsible.
8.2. Focusing just on outcomes in the coming year, or waiting until later to tackle
foreseeable problems, will fail to live up to strategic responsibilities. The 2013/14
QIPP programme will therefore be addressing the difficult financial challenges being
faced whilst at the same time developing longer term schemes designed to improve
outcomes for patients whilst maintaining a safe environment.
9. Recommendation
9.1. The Board is asked to approve the proposed approach to delivery, as described in
the paper. The QIPP lead team will proactively support and manage progress with
the project leads to ensure projects stay on track between meetings. The board is
asked to support the team in this process. This may require re-prioritising work
where necessary. This will help protect against projects falling behind schedule
unnecessarily.

Glossary Items
Business Process Engineering (BPE) - a term used to describe the systems,
techniques and tools employed to coordinate and direct the corporate management
structure of an organisation to deliver its core purpose
CRES (Cash Releasing Efficiency Savings) - Cash-releasing efficiency savings result
in the cost of the service provided being reduced, hence releasing cash to be
invested elsewhere within the system.
CAS (Cost Avoidance Schemes) - Non-cash releasing efficiency savings occur when
more activity is provided but the cost of delivering the service remains the same. An
example of this could be a reduction in average lengths of stay, which resulted in
more patients being treated.
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Appendix A – 2013/14 QIPP Long List
2013/14 Schemes
Included in Original 4 Year Plan for 2013/14 & Roll forward from 2012/13
Home Oxygen Co‐ordinator

£

100

Shared Decision Making

£

331

Total Primary Care

£

431

Total Commissioning Brought Forward

£

431

£

100

£

200

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

100
100
150
300
150
100
120
100

£

100

£
£
£

450
160
2,130

Pathology ‐ Full year Impact

£

850

Re‐Admissions/Bed Re‐configuration

£

1,000

Diagnostics efficency

£

328

Maternity Top Up

£

287

GP Triage

£

50

Joint Injections ( Full Year Impact)

£

400

Impact of Audit Findings (C2C. Rehab etc)

£

225

First to follow up

£

450

EUR
Rehab removal of one day coding

£
£

1,000
400

Other schemes agreed in Neog.
Total Commissioning Intentions
Workshop Output

£
£

544
5,534

COPD

£

500

Medicines Optimisation
PPIs ‐ increase low cost PPI Prescribing
Generics ‐ increase prescribing of drugs that do not require to be brand
prescribed
Corticosteroids ‐ Step down from high dose
Angiotensin Drugs ‐ increase prescribing of the low cost drugs
GM Do Not Prescribe List ‐ reduce prescribing
Scriptswitch
Ezetimibe ‐ decrease prescribing; following locally agreed guidance
Product Formulation Changes
Sip Feeds
Analgesics (including treatment of neuropathic pain)
Specials ‐ decrease prescribing of unlicensed specially formulated
medicines
Individual Prescribing Reviews
Monitored Dosage Systems ‐ reduce fees for pharmacy enhanced service
Total Medicines Optimisation
Commissioning Intentions
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CVD

£

200

Dementia

£

‐

Diabetes

£

200

End of Life

£

200

Falls

£

55

LTC PC

£

4,000

Podiatry

£

400

Prescribing

£

‐

Primary Care
Workshop Revised Total
Other Potential Schemes
Lower Back Pain
PBR Excluded Drugs

£
£

300
5,855

£

200

£

100

66a Standishgate

£

40

Schemes under development including GP referrals
Additional Schemes

£
£

3,928
4,268

Total

£

18,218
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Appendix B

Input from H&W Board,
Local Authority & GM

Input from Wigan Leaders
Programme

Clinical Lead
Commissioning Lead
Primary Care Lead
Finance Lead
Programme Office
Partnerships & Safeguarding
Quality Lead

Andy Sutton
KG/PE
John Ma rs hal l
Andrea Ga l l a nt
Chri s Mel l i ng
Sue El l i ot
Sa l l y Fors haw

D Cl a rke & S Dontul a
Al i ce Forkgen
John Ma rs ha l l
Sa ra h Ma rs hal l
Chri s Mel l i ng
Mi ke Chew
Sa l l y Fors haw

Dr Sivakumar

L Hos i ey
Peter Edwa rds
John Ma rs hal l
Li z Dal gl i s h
Wayne Sa nders
Sue El l i ot
Sa l l y Fors haw
Dr Lynds ey McLel l a nd

Contract negotiation
meetings

5 March 2pm

Linda Scott
12 Mar 2pm

Other team members:
FIRST MEETING

Business cases/ Suggested Ideas (Workshop)

Pathol ogy ‐ Ful l yea r
I mpa ct
Re‐Admi s s i ons /Bed Re‐
confi gurati on
Di agnos ti cs effi cency
Ma terni ty Top Up
GP Tri age
Joi nt I nj ecti ons ( Ful l
Year I mpact)
I mpa ct of Audi t Fi ndi ngs
(C2C. Rehab etc)
Fi rs t to fol l ow up
EUR
Rehab remova l of one
day codi ng
Other s chemes a greed i n
Neog.

H Sukhava s i & J Da vi es
Al i ce Forkgen
John Mars ha l l
Li z Da l gl i s h
Wa yne Sanders
Marti n As hton
Sal l y Fors ha w

Bob Ki rk
Peter Edwards
John Ma rs ha l l
Andrea Gal l a nt
Wa yne Sa nders
Sue El l i ot
Sa l l y Fors haw

6 March 2pm

8 March 10am

A Ba j kows ki
KG/PE
John Ma rs ha l l
Gayl e Wel l s
Chri s Mel l i ng
Sue El l i ot
Sal l y Fors ha w

Sa nj a y Wa hi e
Li nda Scott
John Ma rs ha l l
Sa ra h Ma rs hal l
Wa yne Sanders
Jo Hi l ey
Li nda Scott

1 March 9am

Meds Man
committee

Dr R Gude

Input will be required to develop business cases from Primary Care, Commissioning & Prescribing
I ni ti a ti ng the Ins ul i n
Ma nagement Pl a n for
Pa ti ents
Cl i ni ca l Accounta bi l i ty
(Governance)
Who ha s the overa l l
res pons i bi l i ty of
Pa ti ents ‐ GP or
Cons ul ta nt
Not Prompt res pons e
a round treatment
pa thwa y from
s econda ry care
Are pa ti ents getti ng
equa l i ty i n di a beti c
s ervi ces acros s Wi gan
CCG
Podi atry Servi ces a t
Bri dgewa ter
Cos t of Ma chi ne &
Stri ps and a l s o
pres cri bi ng methods
Tra i ni ng a round
Gl ucos e Tol era nce Tes t
Mappi ng of Servi ce‐
Wha t do they provi de?
No Structure for Pati ent
No I nput i nto WWL
Educa ti on Progra mme
No Acces s to Educa ti on
Regi s ter for Pregnant
Women
After Pregna ncy referral
i s s ues i n phys i ca l
a cti vi ty s ervi ces
Type 1 Di a betes not
s een i n Pri ma ry Ca re

I ntroduce/
opti mi s e us e of
el ectroni c a l erts
Adopt Enha nced
Recovery s ervi ce
for Col orecta l
ca ncer a nd other
s urgeri es
Al rea dy Groups
exi s t on Ca ncer
s ervi ces redes i gn
a nd i mprovement.
(Ca ncer
Programme
s trategy board)
Impl ement Acute
oncol ogy Servi ce
Speci fi cati on
Chemo a t Home
Drugs ‐ more
expens i ve i f
purcha rs ed
through
s econda ry ca re
Adopt Fati gue,
a nxi ety and
brea thl es s nes s
programme for
pati ents wi th l ung
ca ncer"
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Devel op a nd
bui l d up experti s e
of hea rt fa i l ure
s peci al i s t nurs es /
s ervi ce for
compl ex cas es
Di rect Acces s ‐
Ca rdi ol ogy
Pa thway
Knowl edge
Ca rdi ol ogy ‐
a dopt Syncope
pa ti ent pa thwa y
Ca rdi ol ogy ‐
a dopt Sus pected
New Hea rt Fai l ure
pa thway
Ca rdi ol ogy ‐
a dopt
Pa l pi ta ti ons /
s us pected
Cl i ni ca l l y
Si gni fi ca nt
Arrhythmi a
pa thway
Reduce emergency
a dmi s s i ons for
CVD
Hea rt Fai l ure ‐
commi s s i on a
s peci al i s t
mul ti di s ci pl i nary
hea rt fa i l ure tea m
i n l i ne wi th NICE
commi s s i oni ng
gui dance
Chroni c Ki dney

Amal ga ma ti ng
Res pi ratory
/Speci a l i s t
provi s i on ‐
One overa l l
COPD Stra tegy
Ca s e fi ndi ng
hi gh ri s k COPD
pa ti ents &
Si ngl e pa thwa y
to s peci a l i s t
COPD s upport ‐
NI CE gui del i ne
COPD/LTC Al l
pa ti ents to
ha ve a care
pl a n/emergenc
y pl a n
I nha l er
techni que
trai ni ng
I mprove COPD
recorded v.
expected
preva l ence and
ca s e ma na ge
I mprove
pathwa ys for
pri ma ry care
COPD a nd
a s thma
s ervi ces
I ncrea s e COPD
revi ew ra te
a nd
i mmuni s ati on
ra te a nd

Lower Back
Pa i n
One s top
a pproa ch
Chroni c Pa i n
Mana gement
Mi ni mum data
s et
Hol i s i ti c Ca re
pa cka ge
Prompt a cces s
Comprehens i ve
Ca re pa cka ges
Sel f
Mana gement
Pa i n Regi s ter

l ow cos t PPI
Pres cri bi ng
Generi cs ‐
i ncrea s e
pres cri bi ng of
drugs that do not
requi re to be
bra nd pres cri bed
Corti cos teroi ds ‐
Step down from
hi gh dos e
Angi otens i n Drugs
‐ i ncreas e
pres cri bi ng of the
l ow cos t drugs
GM Do Not
Pres cri be Li s t ‐
reduce
pres cri bi ng ,
Scri pts wi tch
Ezeti mi be ‐
decreas e
pres cri bi ng;
fol l owi ng l oca l l y
a greed gui da nce
Product
Formul a ti on
Changes , Si p
Feeds
Anal ges i cs
(i ncl udi ng
trea tment of
neuropa thi c pa i n)
Speci a l s ‐
decreas e
pres cri bi ng of
unl i cens ed
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Appendix C

Finance Modelling
v1_3 Wigan Borough.
Please note the above document is ideally read in A3
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MEETING: Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group

Item Number: 8.3

DATE: 26 March 2013

REPORT TITLE:

WBCCG Board Assurance Framework 2012/2013
(Position at 31 December 2012)

REPORT AUTHOR:

Governance and Risk Management

PRESENTED BY:

Julie Southworth

RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISION
REQUIRED:

The WBCCG Governing Body is asked to;
Agree and endorse this approach to the development of the
Board Assurance Framework during this transition period.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Board Assurance Framework (BAF) takes into account the key challenges faced by WBCCG.
The BAF template is to be considered with reference to the governing Body approved Risk
Management Strategy and Policy 2012-2013.
Once populated with the CCG’s corporate objectives the BAF will be used to describe the principal risks
that have the potential to threaten the achievement of those objectives.
The BAF is intended to provide assurances to the Governing Body on the mechanisms, controls in
place to effectively management the totality of risk in relation to the ability of the organisation to achieve
its corporate objectives.

FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED:

Further assurances will be required from Risk Owners and
Sponsors during 2012/2013.

TRACKING
Committee
/Meeting
Consideration
required
y/n
Date of
submission

CCG
Operations

Clinical
Governance

Corporate
Governance

Finance &
Performance

Y

Locality
Audit
Group
Y

12/02/2013

06/02/2013

Page 2 of 2

CCG
Strategic
Leadership

CCG Board

Y

26/03/2013

NHS GM
Board

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 5: Delivering Improved Outcomes for our Population and Reduced Health Inequalities

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in
place that will ensure the delivery of the
objective?)

Governing Body Lead: Trish Anderson

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Committee: Strategic Development and Innovation

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the
objective describe the risk and any potential
consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

Risk Rating

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence that our
controls/systems, on which we place reliance
are effective?)

L
5.1: Joint planning, Needs Assessment
with Health and Wellbeing

►Health and Wellbeing Board
►Joint Strategic Needs Assessment - JSNA
►Equality and Diversity Strategy

►Integrated Plan
►Updated JSNA
►Equality and Diversity Strategy Action Plan

►Fragmentation during Transition.
►Lack of ownership .
►Working with partners

►Reporting through Governance
Framework

►The CCG needs to report against the 7
key health priorities in one report
bringing together all data and detail of
workstreams, projects etc., to provide a
comprehensive picture of progress
towards agreed outcomes

►Public reporting on Website should be
up to date.
►Currently the Organisation has a
robust JSNA developed in partnership
and with the sponsorship of the Health
and Wellbeing Board. Performance
against objectives is monitored
through the Health and Wellbeing Board.
► CCG Objectives and monitoring is
linked to the JSNA.
► Public Health currently lead the
development of the JSNA.
► Performance measures reflect
progress.
► Regular commissioning reports to the
Governing Body also provide detail re
workstreams.

I

RAG
Status

Lead

Owner(s)

Trish
Anderson

Sue Elliott

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

LxI

► 7 key objectives regarding health
needs in the Borough are identified.
► Key workstreams for these need to be
documented and monitored by the
Governing Body.
► Not currently explicit in the Board
Assurance Framework, but reported
across a number of submissions to the
Governing Body.

The H&WB strategy is still in draft and awaiting
finalisation.
Detailed work is being undertaken on the
programmes of work to support the delivery of
high level objectives – this is not yet completed.

2

3

6

There are plans in place for a further Board
Development session to review and refresh the
Corporate Objectives for the CCG and to link
them with the requirements recently outlined in
the “Everyone Counts” guidance – this will not be
completed until February 2013.

A

The H&WB Steering group is looking at a
system of agreeing and implementing work
programmes.
The due date for work outlined is 31 March 2013.
► Build the 7 health priorities into
Framework (Jan 2013)
► Agree outcomes for each (Jan 2013)
► Develop/report to show progress
March 2013

5.2: Robust Health Intelligence

►Health Intelligence
►Joint Intelligence Unit
►Board reporting
►Locality reporting

►Performance Reporting at the Governing
Body monthly meetings.

►Fragmentation during Transition.
►Lack of ownership.
►Working with partners.

►Reporting through Governance
Framework

► Potential issues with staff capacity
during the transition period of CSS
► Business continuity in terms of
production of information, at this stage
of the process there are doubts that
CSS will be able to deliver from 1st April
2013
► Issues regarding access to information
in ad hoc manner to be resolved with
CSS
► Dissemination of information across
all stakeholders, need to establish
which is the most appropriate method
of communication to use.

► Current development of intelligence
unit with Local Authority with Public
Health Leadership.
► Proposal to procure health
intelligence support from the
emerging Commissioning Support
Unit across Greater Manchester.
► Key staff have now been appointed in
the CCG structure who have
experience in dealing with health
intelligence and what information is
required
► Risk register being established to
identify areas of potential risk as we
move to CSS

► Current issues with staff capacity.
► Issues regarding access to information
in ad hoc manner.
► Dissemination of information across
all stakeholders.
► Awaiting development of full SLA with
CSS, will need to ensure any metrics
are fit for purpose for the organisation
► Lack of local control going forward

Trish
Anderson

2

3

6

A

Chris Melling Regular meetings are being held with
representatives from CSU, a local risk register
regarding the transition has been drafted
regarding issues surrounding IMT & Business
Intelligence, this will be discussed at one of the
Jan 2013 meetings, with a view to fully mitigating
the risks involved with transition.
►Develop risk register to mitigate against
identified risks of movement to CSS.
Jan 13 (W Sanders/R Rainford)
►Develop standard reporting that meets
needs March 2013. (Chris Melling)
►Ensure quality maintained during
transition March 2013 (Chris Melling)

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 1: The Delivery of Key National Initiatives and Priorities Governing Body Lead: Trish Anderson

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in place
that will ensure the delivery of the objective?)

Committee: Strategic Development and Innovation

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the objective
describe the risk and any potential consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

► There are many parts of the Public Health
function for which arrangements are not
clear. Specifically the handover of
responsibilities for local health protection
from the PCT to Public Health England.
Awaiting the appointment of key staff.
The handover of screening assurance and
oversight to the NHS CB – still unsure how
local programmes will be chaired and
organised.

► Some of our key prevention programmes
are delivered by primary care via Enhanced
Service payments. The LES arrangements
have been carried forward for 12 months to
allow for transition to new contracting
arrangements. An Assurance Framework
has been circulated to CCG's and to local
authorities by the NHS CB with regard to
all Enhanced services – asking for their
assurance on the processes to be
undertaken.

Risk Rating

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence
that our controls/systems, on which we place
reliance are effective?)

L
1.0: Implementation of NHS
Operating Framework

► Workstream 1.1:
Preventing people from dying prematurely

►Health Check Targets - 2012/13 targets of the
eligible population: 20% offered and 12% screened

►Meeting the target will involve
overspending the budget

►Very active involvement of Public
Health staff in supporting practices,
therefore issues are brought to our
attention before they would be picked
up with quarterly monitoring reports.
This is performance managed at GM
level.

► The arrangements for what has previously
been commissioned from primary care are
no longer in the hands of the local Public
Health staff.

► Workstream 1.2:
Enhancing quality of life for people with long term
conditions

Asthma

COPD

Hypertension

Heart Failure

Angina

► Workstream 1.3:
Treating and caring for people in a safe environment
and protecting them from
avoidable harm

►Baseline data has been taken for the ACS codes for the
number of unscheduled admissions and the length of
stay .
►A patient questionnaire has been issued to patients with
long term conditions to baseline the quality of service
provision within the locality.
►Reduce emergency admissions per head of population
by 20%. Improve team reported integration.
►Reduce mean scheduled appointments per head of
population.
►Reduce long-term admission to residential care.
►Reduce number of patients experiencing co-ordination
of care problems
►Reduce length of stay per head of population by 25% .
►Reduce variation of admissions per head of population.
team reported integration.
►Use of information technology such as telehealth and
telecare .
►Reduce mean expenditure per head of population on
emergency admissions.
►Reduce mean expenditure per head of population on
medicines. Reduce mean expenditure per head of
population on scheduled appointments.
►Increase self care and shared decision making.
►Prevent health inequalities by seeing an increase in
patients being cared for who were previously not on any
register.
►Asthma and COPD - the work Healthfirst have been
undertaking on the "Breathlessness pathway" has helped
confirm diagnoses between these 2 conditions which
appear the same, so prevalence data will be more
accurate than it was.
►Hypertension - the Find & Treat (NHS Health Check)
programme continues to identify new patients with
hypertension, numbers reported quarterly.
►Heart Failure and Angina prevalence recorded by
practices. There are no specific health outcomes
measured.
►Diabetes - benchmarking data comparing Wigan to
other NW districts is provided by AQuA.
►Dementia - there are 7 CQUINs measuring aspects of
dementia care, identification, quality plans, staff training,
referrals to Memory Assessment services and antipsychotic prescribing.
►Epilepsy - the prevalence is recorded by practices.
There are no specific health outcomes measured.
►All RTT Targets
►A&E
►Implement 111
►Continuing Health Care
►Pressure ulcers
►Falls in Care
►Urinary infection (in patients with a catheter)
►VTE
►CQUIN

Failure to agree across partner organisations a
risk sharing model for financial flows and
workforce resources
Risk stratification:
► Engagement with practices in order that
data sharing agreements are signed and
the work on implementing the risk
stratification tool can be moved
forward.
► Lack of adoption by practices.
► Movement of staff who are currently
working on the LTC project into CSU and
other workstreams.
► Lack of resources within the CCG to
work alongside Primary Care in order to
maximise the use of the risk stratification
tool.
► Lack of resources to work on the
validation of data.
Integrated neighbourhood Teams:
► True integration of teams across
organisations with competing agendas.
► A lack of engagement/adoption by
Primary Care
► Limited resources to meet the demands
of the risk stratification tool

►Clear project plans which include
project leads from across the health
and social care economy, monitoring
of project milestones undertaken by
both core group and steering group;
concerns escalated the structure
►Development of a clear
communication strategy to ensure
engagement of workforce and public
►Dedicated staff to work with the
practices to support them in the
concerns they have regarding the
governance surrounding the data
sharing issues and support with the
implementation of the risk
stratification tool.
►Effective identification of key
stakeholders and subsequent
engagement in the programme on a
consistent basis
►Clear programme management
arrangements including performance
monitoring through the Steering Group
Training and development programme
for staff and teams which reflects the
full range of support required for
transformation including cultural
change and additional knowledge
and skills .

► Whilst the structure is in place for control,
greater GP involvement would ensure that
the direction of travel is acceptable to
primary care.
► Trialling the Blackpool CPM tool.
Currently undergoing data validation to
ensure data quality
►NHS Blackpool not responding in a timely
fashion to requests for data stratification.
►Problems with co-ordination of the
integrated teams sub-group meetings.
This issue has been escalated through the
reporting structure described.

► Live monitoring tool for 18 weeks RTT.
► Weekly operational meetings with the
Trust.
► Weekly reporting GM teleconferences.
► Commissioner evaluation and redesign of
T&O pathway.
► Commissioner command and control
actions and system management for
urgent care system.
► Daily A&E performance update.
► CQR/Contract Meeting

►None

Lead

Owner(s)

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

Kate Ardern

Julie
Hotchkiss

The programmes which we have in place to
prevent people dying prematurely are currently
secure. Some rationalisation of commissioned
service is planned for the 13/14 year, but these
should have minimal impact on the health of the
population.
Of greater concern is the impact of the economic
situation, reduction in benefits and rising
unemployment. These factors are related to poor
mental health and risk-taking behaviour. At
particular risk is that we might lose the headway
we had started achieving in slowing down the rate
of increase of alcohol-related harm.
Transition to the new Public Health structures is
gradually becoming clearer, as key appointments
are made and funding announced.

LxI

► The longer-term arrangements for securing
Enhanced services – a national issue.
► The arrangements for what has previously
been commissioned from primary care are
no longer in the hands of the local Public
Health staff.

► We used a health and equality impact
framework to enable a rapid assessment of
the Public Health contracts which are
transferring to the local authority, to
inform the process of consolidation of
contracts, and making savings does not
adversely effect specific population groups
who have poor health experience.
* The Public Health Allocation to Wigan
Council was better than expected, which
reduces the risk that important
programmes will be cut.

► Working to the National QIPP LTC
Commissioning Development
Programme
► Clear programme structure with
escalation routes through the subgroup project leads to core Group and
into the senior representation on the
LTC steering group
► Minutes of meeting and actions form
each meeting taken forward all feeding
the agenda for the steering group.
► Objectives are set and milestones are
monitored. Highlight reports sent 6
weekly to the steering group.
► Board report each month to CCG Board
► Planning exercises with the newly
formed Integrated teams taking place:
Small pilot being run in 5 practices to
assure process and procedures are
robust
►Financial modelling assumptions now
developed

I

RAG
Status

3

3

6

A

►Work with GM partners to build resilience
during the transition. 31 Mar 13 (K Ardern)
►Work with local authority to ensure they
understand the health impacts of investment
decisions (the £5M transferring from NHS
to social services). 31 Mar 13 (JH/JP)

► Failure to engage with 5 Boroughs despite
escalation to the steering group
► Greater engagement with GPs needed,
communications plan and engagement plan
not yet complete
► Currently working on performance and
quality modelling which is currently in first
draft
►Greater engagement with patients and
public needed.

Tim Dalton

Sally Forshaw/ The programme is moving forward well and
patients are being identified for case
Deirdre
management.
O'Brien
The frontline staff are engaged and enthusiastic.
Alternative arrangements for risk stratification are
being considered in light of the current situation
with Blackpool.
The integrated team sub-group issues have been
escalated appropriately
►Continue data validation
31/3/13
►Negotiation with Blackpool regarding the
current issues causing potential delays in
areas of implementation 28/2/13
►Further GP Engagement 31/3/13
►Continue with 5 Boroughs engagement
31/3/13

2

3

6

G

Shared decision making and self care:
► Failure of clinical adoption for the new
approach around shared decision
making/ self care.
► Achieving agreement and uniformity of
the various methods of self
management/ self care and shared
decision making.
► Failure to identify the best methods of
telehealth/telecare to promote self care.

►Trust failure to manage demand.
►Lack of capacity in acute.
►Lack of commissioner support to performance
manage all providers in the pathway/system

► Commissioner access and challenge to live
monitoring tool.
► Minutes of performance meetings.
► Commissioner letters.
► Tactical control teleconferences
► Reporting to Clinical Governance
Committee
► Winter resilience plan has been agreed by
all partner organisations;
► Choose Well public and primary care media
campaign has been launched to assist in
redirecting care away from acute services
where appropriate
► Additional resource for enhanced GP OOH,
medical ward round and A&E medical cover
during the Christmas period
►Christmas Resilience Plan developed and
signed off by the Urgent Care Board

►None

Trish
Anderson

4

3

12

A

Kim
Godsman

The system performed safely and well over the
Christmas and New Year period, with only 1 day
where the performance target was not met. The
local urgent care system continues to perform
well during the early January weeks.

► Workstream 1.4:
Safeguarding

Delivery of National KPI's

Transition to the New NHS System

► Workstream 1.5:
Performance Management Outcome

► Workstream 1.6:
CCG Authorisation

►Safeguarding KPI's in contract
►Training compliance
►SUI's/StEIS

►Performance measures on green

►1st April 2013

►Changing organisation
►Clarity regarding future roles
►Possible fragmentation
►QIPP pressures may affect quality.

►A & E
►RTT

►Handover time March/April 2013

►Safeguarding Board
►NHS North role
►Clinical Governance reporting

► Live monitoring tool for 18 weeks RTT.
► Weekly operational meetings with the
Trust.
► Weekly reporting GM teleconferences.
► Commissioner evaluation and redesign of
T&O pathway.
► Commissioner command and control
actions and system management for
urgent care system.

►Authorisation plan + lead

► None in children's
► Adults - appointments made not in post
► Quality Assurance Framework in
development.
► No measures in compliance
► Awaiting Health and Social Care Bill stance
on statutory nature of adult safeguarding.

► Access to live Trust PTL.
► T&O backlog clearance delivery
assurance

►None

Trish
Anderson

► QA in Adult review policy & procedures to
ensure systemic processes and
procedures in place
► Improve audit and review
► NHS contract with Operating Framework
targets / outcomes specified and
monitored monthly with providers;
► Penalties applied where required.
► Clinical Quality Review Groups established
in all main NHS providers where
safeguarding is discussed and monitored.
► Policy requirements included in contracts.
► CQUINs developed by GM for
safeguarding have been included in
contracts.

►1st April 2013. The project plan has milestones and
highlighting reporting is undertaken at each
Transition Board meeting.

►The location of the Infection Control function
and staff still not decided.
►Considerable concern about adequacy of
arrangements for oversight of health
protection functions.

►A Public Health Transition Board is in place
chaired by local authority director.
►A project plan is in place with 5
workstreams in progress.

►None

Governance structure in place.
3

4

12

A
Draft CQUIN for 2013/14.

► Commissioner access and challenge to live
monitoring tool.
► Commissioner dialogue with acute trust at
weekly operational meetings.
► Minutes of performance meetings.
► Commissioner letters.
► Performance targets applied in contracts
and penalties invoked for non delivery;
► Action plans contractually required for non
achievement of targets;
► Winter resilience plan agreed, which will aid
delivery of the A&E and RTT targets
►Presentation by WWLFT to the Finance and
Performance Sub Committee on T&O RTT
performance in October and turnaround
plan with assurances that the target will
be delivered by 31st March 2013

► Performance against the RTT for Trauma
and Orthopaedics is below target. Action
plan received and is being monitored
weekly by commissioners and monthly by
the Finance and Performance Committee.

► Authorisation application submitted on
time.
► Authorisation visit completed
► Only left with 1 technical red which will be
lifted on January !0th 2013

► None

► Assurance framework reported to NHS
GM on monthly basis
► Assurance framework reported to Local
Government Association October 2012
► Stage 1 HR meeting undertaken to identify
staff in scope for transfer to Wigan Council
and letters regarding destination given to
staff
► List of Public Health contracts that will
transfer to Wigan Council on 1st April
completed
► Paper presented to Cabinet outlining
proposals for integrated PH function
within Wigan Council

Safeguarding processes for adults in draft. Adult
post not appointed to, therefore, level remains a
gap and to be re-advertised.
Compliance monitored through contracting
meetings and non compliance challenged.

Trish
Anderson

Kim
Godsman

A paper has been discussed between the
WWLFT and CCG executives, which explains the
risks surrounding the T&O target achievement
date of April. Based on the past weeks
performance, the service is on trajectory to clear
the backlog as per the plan.
►RTT T&O delivery
31 March 2013

4

3

12

A

Trish
Anderson

2

► Workstream 1.7:
Public Health Transition

Sue Elliott

2

4

John
Marshall

►Ensure Completion of
Lay member recruitment Jan
10th 2013
►Moderation Panel Could change
greens to red. March 2013

G

► Memorandum of understanding still not
signed off

Following receipt of site visit report., the CCG
only has one remaining technical red which will
be lifted when Lay members appointed on
January 10th.

Kate Ardern

Jane
Pilkington/
Claire
Roberts/
Julie
Hotchkiss

The DH has now announced the allocation of a
£5.45 billion two year ring fenced public health
budget for LAs. Every local authority will receive
a real terms increase in funding. Wigan’s share of
the allocation will be £23,020,000 for 2013-14
and £23,665,000 for 2014-15. Our initial
assessment would be that this appears to be a
reasonable allocation; however work is now
underway to review the allocation in detail and
the various related expenditure liabilities and
grant conditions.
Currently approximately £18m is invested in over
550 existing public health related contracts.
As previously reported all contracts transferring to
WMBC are undergoing review in order to ensure
that the right services are being procured given
the changed environment and that the best value
is being obtained from our contracts.

2

2

4

A number of productive meetings have taken
place during January between NHS and
Council staff to agree plans for transferring Public
Health staff from existing accommodation at 66a
Standishgate to
Wigan Life Centre.
Detailed plans are currently being drawn up
in order to ensure the transition is as
smooth as possible and that business
continuity is maintained.

A

Regular meetings have been organised to
keep staff up to date with developments.
The next staff briefing will take place on
28th January.
►PCT support for PH contracts review and
transfer (Kate Ardern)
►Agreement required on accommodation for
PH staff transferring to Wigan Council
(Kate Ardern)
►Agreement required on PH functions to
be delivered as part of MOU between CCG
and Wigan Council
( Kate Ardern/ Sue Elliot/ Trish Anderson)

► Workstream 1.8:
Primary Care Transition

► Workstream 1.9:
CSS Transition

►1st April 2013 to Local Area Team

►1st April 2013

►Plan in place, GM managed

►Plan in place, GM managed

►Plan, meeting reports/Executive to
Executive

►Plan, meeting reports/Executive to
Executive

► Reporting from GM.
► Staff retained until the 31st March prior to
transfer to Local Area Team on 1st April
2013.

► Reviewing Business Continuity and
Disaster Recovery plans for both Primary
Care and Corporate /Business intelligence
systems

► Regular meetings and information sharing.
Greater Manchester management of
primary care in the interim.
► Primary Care staff led by local service
manager who is line managed by Greater
Manchester, but locally based.
► Staff now informed of destination.
►Structure finalised for Primary Care.

► Reporting from GM/GM Manager.
► Loss of staff in interim.

► Regular meetings and information sharing.
Greater Manchester management of
transition of roles to CSU.
► Limited local staff are affected by this
transition.
►Functional reliance on the new services in
CSU are limited as WBCCG are only
procuring a small amount of services from
CSU as believe this to be high.
► High risk identified around IMT and
information (data and paper)
► Business continuity and disaster recovery
plans to be reviewed.

► HR processes are communicated regularly .
► Limited staff in Wigan are affected.
► For Wigan high risk is IMT – seeking both
CCG and CSU assurance.
►High risk identifed around information and
data transfer both paper and data.

3

2

3

2

9

4

Greater
Manchester
PCT

Trish
Anderson/
Julie
Southworth

►Staff now allocated a destination.
►Primary care managed from GM.
►Senior Managers in designate roles in new LAT
structure.
►PCT closedown plan for assets, staff and
information in place.
►Additional assurance from GM
January 2013

Greater
Manchester
PCT

Trish
Anderson/
Julie
Southworth

Progress during transition is Monitored regularly
and reported through the committee structure.
Discussions between CCG and CSU regarding
mobilisation are held regularly
BCP and DRP reviewed for 31st March 2013.

G

G

►BCP and DRP to be reviewed.
March 2013 (Jonathan Kerry)

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 2: Development of an Effective and Efficient Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Governing Body Lead: Trish Anderson Committee: Corporate Governance

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in place
that will ensure the delivery of the objective?)

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the objective
describe the risk and any potential consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence
that our controls/systems, on which we place
reliance are effective?)

L

2.1: Successful Authorisation as a
CCG

2.2: Redesign of Primary Care
Services

►CCG Authorisation Plan in line with guidance
►Document Production
►Board Development

►CCG Authorisation Plan RAG rating Green.
►Documents completed

►Primary Care Strategy
►Primary Care Support
►Primary Care Quality Dashboard Monitoring
►Estates Strategy

►Primary Care Quality report improved RAG rating for
practices.
►CQC registration.
►Reduced reporting to Local Area Team

►Documents not correct standard.
►Preparation for panel day not completed

►Appointment of staff
►Loss of PC expertise to Local Area Team

►Plan monitored and adjusted
►QA sessions to be arranged
►Governing Body preparation

►None identified

►Structure with PC Staff identified
►Plans established

► 22 jobs still need filling.
► All staff have a destination, some include
redundancy.

I

Lead

2

2

4

G

► Transition, matching and poling process is
complete.
► Some 22 posts still need filling.

Trish
Anderson

3

3

Owner(s)

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

LxI

Trish
Anderson

►Governing Body reporting
►Executive Reporting
►Authorisation application submitted on
time.

► Job Descriptions agreed.
► GP Engagement
► LAT Structures available.
► CCG Structures. Available.
► Many posts have been appointed.
► As from 10th January 2013 there are no
REDS as part of authorisation.

RAG
Status

Risk Rating

9

John Marshall Following receipt of site visit report., the CCG
only has one remaining technical red which will
be lifted when Lay Members appointed on 10
January 2013.

Julie
Southworth

A

Some posts still need to be filled. Adverts going
out in January.
If these are filled from internal staff then no issue.
If they are filled by external staff then they may
only start on 1st April – this reduces handover
time.
The CCG will need to negotiate handover time
between staff before 31st march.
Authorisation as at 10th January 2013
– NO REDS.
►Appointment to structure January 2013
(Julie Southworth)

2.3: Clinically Led Commissioning

►Clinically led service redesign programmes
through locality arrangements

►Evidence of clinical leadership in service redesign
►Board Reporting
►Clinical leadership in contracting process
►Implementation of schemes

►Lack of engagement
►Lack of appropriate experience
►Pressures on Primary Care provision
►Lack of appointments to clinical structure

►Engagement plan
►Clinical structures agreed

►Appointment to clinical leadership roles

► Full articulation of Clinical Leadership
model within “Organisation and Design
Document "which also includes
Organisational Structure.
► New Clinical Director and Clinical
Champion posts identified and Job
descriptions under development.
► Roles will be recruited to prior to April 1st
2013.
► Evidence of Clinical leadership submitted
as a part of Authorisation Application.

► Job descriptions for clinical leadership
► Employment arrangements need to be
established
► Ensuring appropriate capacity and
capability of staff

► Corporate Governance Committee Terms of
Reference and regular meetings.
► External Audit/internal Audit.
► Board Assurance Framework Greater
Manchester – regular reporting.
► Local WBCCG Board Assurance Framework
and risk register.
► MIAA report on further development
produced.
► Post of Assistant Director of Governance to
be advertised.
►Authorisation NO REDS.

► Corporate Governance Committee Terms of
Reference and regular meetings.
► External Audit/internal Audit.
► Board Assurance Framework Greater
Manchester.
► Local WBCCG Board Assurance Framework
and risk register implemented.
► MIAA report on further development
produced.
► Central theme of the CCG’s Constitution.

► Strategy for Quality 2012 – 2015 Approved
► CCG Integrated Risk Management Strategy
and Policy.
► Central theme of the CCG’s Constitution.
► Clear Board leadership appointments made.
► Provider Clinical Quality Review Bi-monthly
meetings.

► Co-ordination of reporting through the
contracting function, performance and
quality functions for leadership team,
executives, committees and Board.
► Reporting systems for quality not fully
functioning to provide assurance to Board
due to a lack of capacity.
Strategy needs to be implemented.
► Action plan to be developed.

3

2

6

Trish
Anderson

John
Marshall

Trish
Anderson

Julie
Southworth

Awaiting recruitment of Clinical Directors.
All issues related to this domain were rated green
within the authorisation process.

G

Reporting through govern

2.4: Compliance with duties and
responsibilities

►Workstream 2.4.1:
Governance Framework

►Workstream 2.4.2:
Quality Strategy

►Committees reporting to Board
►Governance Framework
►Constitution
►Terms of Reference for Committees
►Corporate Governance Committee established to
provide assurance re corporate responsibilities

►Quality/reporting to Board
►Improved performance of providers
►Implementation of quality initiatives

►Adhoc non-compliance
►Lack of ownership
►Lack of organisational coherence

►Lack of engagement
►Reduced reporting

►Governance Framework
►Constitution agreed
►Board Assurance Framework established
►Terms of Reference agreed for Committees.

► Capturing all risks., full monitoring at
Corporate Governance Committee.
► Need for Governance support locally.
► Function and roles to be filled to ensure good,
consistent corporate governance.
► Lack of ownership throughout the
organisation.
► Regular reporting to Governing Body and
committees.
►New objectives to be developed before March
2013.

► Reporting of quality agenda from all service
►Clinical Quality Review meetings with
providers is currently not fully functioning.
providers.
► Capacity not available currently.
►Reporting through contract meetings
► Need to ensure the Governing Body is assured
►Reporting through Clinical Governance
and when not, that appropriate actions
Committee to provide assurance to the Board.
planned/in place.
►Need for Governance support

2

3

6

►Establish governance team
Jan 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Establish ownership throughout the CCG
April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Develop core team of owners in CCG
April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Regular reporting to committees, Audit
Committee/Governing Body
►Identifying accountabilities.
Jan 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Must identify all roles and appoint and
agree objectives and monitor delivery.
(Julie Southworth)

A

Julie
Southworth

3

3

9

A

No REDS as part of CCG authorisation.
Still some preparation required for April 2013.
Posts need filling to ensure continuity and
sustainability.

Lynn Mitchell The level of progress made in respect of the
development, implementation and monitoring of
the Quality and Safety agendas has been
positively reflected with the recent successful
CCG Authorisation Visit , in particular the
Strategy for Quality was highly commended.
The Strategy will require a review at April 2013 to
reflect the new national initiatives and to include;
provider CQUIN schemes for 2013/14; CCG
Quality Premium, Annual Plan etc.
This action is captured within the current draft of
the Quality and Safety Delivery Plan 2013 -2014.
►Action Plan from Strategy Feb 2013
►Reporting system Feb 2013
►Appointments to team Feb 2013

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 3: Development of a Commissioning System that Embeds the NHS Constitution and the Principle of "No Decision about Me Without Me" Governing Body Lead: Julie Southworth

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in place
that will ensure the delivery of the objective?)

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Committee - Clinical Governance

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the objective
describe the risk and any potential consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence
that our controls/systems, on which we place
reliance are effective?)

L
3.1: Effective Communication Systems

3.2: Improved Choice and Shared Decision
Making

►Communication Strategy and Plan
►Detailing methodology regarding
communications plan
►Built into the Constitution maintaining the
Organisation's reputation.

►Engagement Strategy and PPG Plan
►Raising awareness
►Implementing AQP
►Evidence of Patient Experience Reporting
at Board.
►Commissioning for choice

►Improved attendance at CCG Board.
►More public enquiries
►Website
►Healthwatch delivery
►Reporting to Governing Body

►Evidence of engagement in each service redesign
►Delivering AQP agenda
►Improved feedback from patients regarding quality
and safety.
►Reviewing complaints.

►Funding permanent staff
►Establishing Annual Plan

►Lack of providers for choice
►Lack of engagement with public/patients

►Communications Strategy
►Regular reporting to Corporate
Governance
►Committee and Governing Body
►Managed reporting and responses to
press.

►Action Plan developed
Links to wider CCG network
►Review through Strategic Development
and Innovation Committee

► Healthwatch is being established. The CCG
will develop an understanding of the role and
responsibilities of Healthwatch and ways to
work effectively together.
► Feedback through localities to the Governing
Body from practices on communications
activity needs to be developed

►Strategic Development and Innovation
Committee established

► Reporting of communications activity to
Corporate Governance Committee.
► Interim Head of Communications in post.
► Communications and Engagement
Strategy developed for CCG.
► NHS Constitution embedded in the
Constitution of WBCCG.
► The performance of WBCCG against the
NHS Constitution regularly reviewed at
the Board.
► Reporting of communications activity to
WBCCG Governing Body.
► Monthly communication and engagement
implementation meeting with locality
business managers.

► Feedback on the benefit of activity needs to be
developed
► Using the GP practices Patient Participation
Groups to full effect needs to be developed.
► Reporting through the governance framework
will be developed
► Development of Healthwatch will help
provide assurance.

► Regular reporting to SDI Committee.
► Engagement events.
► Establish Early Warning Scoring which will
include patient views and feedback.
►NHS constitution report to governing body and
Corporate Governance Committee.

► Improving feedback regarding engagement
with
public/patients.
► Building feedback into the business of the
organisation in a formalised way.

RAG
Status

Risk Rating

I

Risk
Sponsor

Risk
Owner(s)

Julie
Southworth

Paul Wilson

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

LxI
Effective communication is being delivered and
procedures are in place to monitor progress
against Strategy.
► Communications Plan just commencing for
CCG. In development for 2013- 2014.

2

3

6

A

Trish
Anderson

4

4

16

John Marshall As appointments are made and roles filled in

establishing the CCG tasks aligned to mitigate
the risks are being undertaken.
The Early Warning system is being developed
and research into systems for capturing patient,
public and clinicians feedback is being
undertaken.
This will then provide the foundation of a robust
quality dashboard for committee and governing
body review.

R

► EWS established. April 2013 (Sally Forshaw)
► Engagement plan. April 2013 (John Marshall)
3.3: Patient Engagement in CCG Decisions

3.4: Transparency and Accountability

►Engagement Strategy and PPG Plan
►Locality and Practice
►Engagement activity

►Workstream 3.4.1:
Communications Plan

►Workstream 3.4.2:
Governing Body

►Workstream 3.4.3:
Updated Website

►Evidence of engagement in each service redesign
►Engagement in Healthwatch
►Development of Patient Forums
►Locality reporting

►Monitored against Action Plan

►Published on Website
►Review section re accountability

►Evidence of engagement in each service redesign
►Engagement in Healthwatch
►Development of Patient Forums

►Lack of cohesion
►Lack of Activity due to priority setting

►Lack of response from public

►Lack of attendance at the Governing Body focus of Governing Body.

►Maintaining updates ensuring that Website
is managed

►Annual Plan
►Reporting through committees

►Report through Corporate Governance
Committee
►Regular review of activity and its impact

►Report on Governing Body + Corporate
Governance.

► Up-to-date Website - regularly reviewed

► Establish Annual Plan
► Agreed communications & engagement
strategy
► Detailed engagement checklist
developed to support assurance process
► Short term resource identified to
support PPG development and training/
learning opportunities across localities
► CCG involvement in the development of
Healthwatch
► Regular meetings with Local Involvement
Network (LINk) representatives
► Proposals developed for systematic and
long term approaches to embed public
engagement in the work of the CCG
► Range of engagement activity to support
specific workstreams e.g. urgent care,
QIPP, LTCs

►Ability to capture impacts of public
engagement in respect of influence on
planning and commissioning decisions

► Healthwatch is being established. The CCG
will develop an understanding of the role and
responsibilities of Healthwatch and ways to
work effectively together.
► Feedback through localities to the Governing
Body from practices on communications
activity needs to be developed.

► Reporting of communications activity to
Corporate Governance Committee and
Governing Body.
► Interim Head of Communications in post.
► Communications and Engagement
Strategy developed for CCG.
► NHS Constitution embedded in the
Constitution of WBCCG.

► Fully involving localities and practices in
communication activity.

► Organisational ownership.
► Encouraging a wider variety of patients
and public to attend.
► Monitoring attendance and targeting
different sectors of the population to
attend the Governing Body meeting.
► Monitoring the impact of communications
and engagement.

►Identify/appoint Responsible Officer
►WBCCG Constitution provides clarity
regarding the operation of the Governing
Body.
►Statutory responsibility of CCG to engage
public participation.
►Members have taken part in regular
development sessions.
►There is public notification regarding meetings
inviting residents to attend.
►Part of the awareness raising has been to
encourage public attendance at Governing
Body.

► Evidence that the messages are being
seen by the correct audience.
► Evidence of variation of attendees at the
Governing Body.
► PPG inclusion in the dissemination of
message through localities and practices.

► Management/reporting of website
implementation, amendments and
development.

► Website established and updated on a
monthly basis.
► Linked into communications activity to ensure
coherence.
► Activity included in reporting to Corporate
Governance Committee & Governing Board.

► Responsibility for maintenance is not clearly
defined, but ongoing work with CSU will
deliver clarity.

►No overarching Plan for all CCG activity
► Organisational coherence
► No co-ordination of engagement activity
across the CCG
► Lack of central co-ordinating point for
patient feedback and insight
► Co-ordination of feedback to public and
patients following engagement activity

Trish
Anderson

►Use of Social websites Twitter, Facebook etc.

►Maintaining updates as followers
increase

►Reporting as part of Communications
►Report to Corporate Governance
Committee

► Management/reporting of website
implementation, amendments and
development.

► Website established and updated on a
monthly basis.
► Linked into communications activity to ensure
coherence.
► Activity included in reporting to Corporate
Governance Committee & Governing Board.

support structure currently being recruited to.
► Adoption of engagement checklist to support
assurance process
►Agreement on approaches to embed public
engagement in the work of the CCG through
governance, processes and systems

3

3

9

G

Julie
Southworth

Paul Wilson

Effective communication is being delivered and
procedures are in place to monitor progress
against Strategy.
► Annual Review March 2013

2

4

8

A

Julie
Southworth

3

4

12

2

6

A

6

A

Effective communication is being delivered and
procedures are in place to monitor progress
against Strategy.

Further web site development by CSU is planned
from April 2013.
► Build responsibility for maintenance into roles
and functions, April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
► Monitor progress through Corporate
Governance Committee bi- monthly.
April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
► Regular reporting (timeframes to be agreed)
with regards to amendments. April 2013
(Julie Southworth)

Julie
Southworth

2

Paul Wilson

A

► Responsibility for maintenance is not clearly
defined, but ongoing work with CSU will
deliver clarity.

3

Paul Wilson

► Monitor impact of Communications
( Paul Wilson)
► Monitor and assess attendance of public at
Governing Body meeting.
( Paul Wilson)

Julie
Southworth

3

►Workstream 3.4.4:
Social Media

John Marshall Actions will be picked up through the locality

Paul Wilson

Further web site development by CSU is planned
from April 2013
►Build responsibility for maintenance into roles
and functions, April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Monitor progress through Corporate
Governance Committee bi- monthly.
April 2013 (Julie Southworth)
►Regular reporting (timeframes to be agreed)
with regards to amendments.
April 2013 (Julie Southworth)

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 4: Delivery of the QIPP Requirements Across all Levels

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Governing Body Lead: Mike Tate

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in place
that will ensure the delivery of the objective?)

Committee: Finance and Performance

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the objective
describe the risk and any potential consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence
that our controls/systems, on which we place
reliance are effective?)

L

4.1: Meet CCG QIPP Targets through full
CCG Engagement

4.2: Participation of all NHS & Non NHS
Providers

4.3: Ensure a Robust Business Process is
in Place for Managing QiPP

4.4: To Address Adverse Outcomes within
the Wider Health Economy

►Achievement of financial balance
►Locality involved via the QiPP group and the
development of individual schemes.
►Regular communication with stakeholders
via email, SharePoint, website, workshops etc.

►QIPP Programme - CCG
►Achievement of financial balance across the
wider health economy
►Wigan Leaders QiPP Programme
►Engagement in workshops

►QIPP Programme - system wide, use of
business engineering process - business cases,
monitoring and review

►QIPP Programme - system wide use of
benchmarking data, BCBV indicators and
health profiles to ascertain where the health
economy is significant adverse to the average.

►QiPP report to F&P and Board incorporating rag
rating and risk rating.
►Finance report monthly to Board
►Internal review process
►SHA & Cluster review process.

►QIPP Performance report to F&P and Board
►Finance report monthly to Board
►PMO reporting to Wigan Leader Programme and
individual workstreams within the programme

►Standard templates are used for business cases
using SMART methodology, there are then
reviewed
against a robust governance framework

►Monitoring of Health profiles and national
indicators to ensure we are improving in
areas that we have previously been classed
as under performing or weak.

► Lack of engagement in QiPP from GPs and
Localities.
► Lack of ownership of QiPP schemes
► QiPP streams may not deliver required savings
or quality aspects

►The whole health economy could fail to be in
financial balance, which would destabilise
the system.

►Business cases will not stand up to scrutiny
and may not deliver robust savings without
a clear and challenging process in place.

►Adverse KPI's on a national scale will not be
addressed
►The health economy in general may fail to
improve

►Monthly report to Board
►QIPP Leaders Forum ,
►PMO
►Internal monitoring
►Stakeholder Management Matrix

►Monthly report to Board
►QIPP Leaders Forum ,
►Returns to SHA & Cluster
►PMO
►Internal monitoring
►Review by Internal Audit Involvement
from Kings Fund and Aqua as a "critical
eye"

►Governance structure in place to review
business cases.
►Management accountants and locality
managers have received business case
training.

► Potential lack of engagement from Primary
Care , until appointment of clinical leads– All
schemes require clinical input.

None

►Internal Audit Review of QIPP
►Internal Review & Monitoring
► Achievement of financial balance by:
- Locality involved via the QiPP group and
the development of individual schemes.
- Regular communication with
stakeholders via email, SharePoint,
website, workshops etc.
- QiPP report to F&P and Board
incorporating rag rating and risk rating.
- Finance report monthly to Board
- Internal review process
- SHA & Cluster review process.
- Stakeholder Management Matrix

2

► QIPP Leaders Forum PMO in operation that
► Lack of information currently feeding into the
covers the CCG, WWL, 5 Boroughs,
PMO to effectively calculate what the true
Bridgewater Community Health and Wigan
savings are across the health economy. MT
MBC. The forum is currently focusing on four
has raised this as an action for the PMO at the
key areas of delivery that underpin all
LTC steering group Oct 12. PMO to follow this
organisations : Dementia, Falls, LTC, Alcohol.
up.
► In addition to the key areas of delivery the
► Following on from above a metrics table has
forum shares each other QiPP schemes and
been established detailing proposed
challenges so we are able to understand the fu
reductions in activity for A&E, NEL
value of the local health economy's QiPP
Admissions & Outpatient Appointments – The
challenge and to ensure there is no duplication
LTC programme has now been asked to
in the system.
produce business cases to deliver the metrics.
► Existing controls consist of:
The business case challenge has also been
Monthly report to Board
extended to the Alcohol, Falls & Dementia
QIPP Leaders Forum
programmes for delivery to Wigan Leaders
Returns to SHA & Cluster
group in Jan 2013.
PMO in operation for whole programme run
by WWL
Various committee and steering groups for
each workstream
Internal monitoring
Review by Internal Audit
Involvement from Kings Fund and Aqua as a
"critical eye“
CCG involvement at cluster level with a GM
CCG's – sharing information and challenges.

► QIPP Programme - system wide
► Use of benchmarking data, BCBV
indicators and health profiles to ascertain
where the health economy is significant
adverse to the average.
► Wigan QIPP programme Board and PMO
► Development of an opportunity matrix to
identify where we are an outlier
► Use of SharePoint to promote
benchmarking material
► Monitoring of opportunities to be fed into
QiPP group, which will act as a baseline
going forward.
► KPI's built into business cases

I

3

Lead

Owner(s)

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

Mike Tate

Chris Melling

Workshop held with stakeholders 6th November
(included GPs’ Patient Groups, Commissioners
etc), wide variety of QiPP schemes suggested
both securing resources and improving quality,
business cases now being drawn up, which will be
approved by the QiPP monitoring group. Time
table for delivery to be presented in Month 9 QiPP
report

LxI

6

G

►Develop QiPP Plan for 13/14 to be presented
to March Board for approval March 2013

► Awaiting appointment of clinical leads in CCG ► Standard templates are used for business
► None
structure, clinical leads will be vital in ensuring
cases using SMART methodology, thus
clinical input into business case process
ensuring a common approach takes place
– To be appointed early 2013
so all cases are reviewed against same
criteria.
► Cases are reviewed against a robust
governance framework. Management
accountants and locality managers have
received business case training.
Furthermore business cases are reviewed by;
- Internal Audit Review of QIPP
- Internal Review & Monitoring Process
- External Trainers/Consultants involved with
QiPP
- Clinical review by Chair of QiPP Group
- Use of SMART Methodology
► Template reviewed for 13.14 business
case process built upon feedback from
previous year

►QIPP Leaders Forum PMO
► None
►Development of an opportunity matrix to identify
where we are an outlier
►Use of SharePoint to promote benchmarking
material

RAG
Status

Risk Rating

Mike Tate

Chris Melling

Work continuing with the Wigan Leaders QiPP
programme against the main priorities identified,
WWL acting as PMO
►Ensure business cases are produced for each
of the four key areas by the PMO for the
Jan 2013 meeting. (Chris Melling)
►Need to ensure with the re-organisation of the
NHS any GM wide schemes are fed into the
local QiPP programme. On going (Chris
Melling)

2

3

6

G

Mike Tate

2

3

6

Chris Melling

Business cases are currently being established fo
suggested QIPP areas, clear process of
involvement will be presented to QIPP monitoring
group along with timetable for action. Senior
management and clinical leads will review
business cases for robustness.
Significant assurance given by Internal Audit (Oct
2012), one medium level recommendation that
has been address regarding the business case
template

G

► Ensure all business cases are drawn up before
start of financial year & are approved by the
QiPP group March 2013. (Chris Melling)

► None

Mike Tate

2

3

6

G

Chris Melling/ Participation continues with the LA and wider
Wayne Sanders health economy through the Wigan Leaders QiPP

programme and its various workstreams. A
metrics table has been established detailing
proposed reductions in activity for A&E, NEL
Admissions & Outpatient Appointments – The LTC
programme has now been asked to produce
business cases to deliver the metrics. The
business case challenge has also been extended
to the Alcohol, Falls & Dementia programmes for
delivery to Wigan Leaders group in Jan 2013.
►Ensure information from all QiPP schemes is
feeding into PMO so finance and modelling can
update their work 31/12/12

NHS Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group (WBCCG)
BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 2012 - 2013
December 2012

OBJECTIVE 6: Commissioning the Highest Quality Services

Governing Body Lead: Julie Southworth

Priorities
(Describe the main aims and goals - maximum 5)

Workstreams
(What plans; projects, initiatives do we have in
place that will ensure the delivery of the objective?)

6.1: Quality Embedded within
the CCG and Contracts

► Governing Body - Clinical Lead for
Quality in place
► Governing Body - Board Level Nurse in
post
► Implementation - CCG Strategy on a
Page
► CCG Strategy for Quality 2012 - 2015
approved
► Clinical Quality Reviews (CQR)
Acute/Community/Mental Health.
► Contract Perf/Monitoring Meetings.
► CQUIN schemes
(Acute/Community/Mental
Health/CHC).
► Board Assurance Framework (BAF)
work ongoing.
► Quality Report in progress.

Committee: Clinical Governance

Metrics
(How is progress being measured, set targets?)

Principal Risks
(What could prevent the achievement of the
objective describe the risk and any potential
consequences?)

Existing Controls
(What controls do we have in place to secure
the delivery /achievement of the objective?)

Gaps in Controls
(Any current missing controls measures?)

Positive Assurances
(Positive assurance that will mitigate risk/s
e.g. Internal ? External Audit)

Gaps in Assurances
(Gaps in Assurance – Where are we failing to
deliver to gain evidence
that our controls/systems, on which we place
reliance are effective?)

L

6.2: Development of a Strong
Performance Culture

6.3: Knowledgeable and Skilled
Workforce

6.4: Continuous Improvement

► Board Development.
► CCG Strategy on a Page - Implementation.
► Board Assurance Framework (BAF).
► QIPP Plan.
► Performance Report.
► Risk Register.
► CQUIN schemes
(Acute/Community/Mental Health/CHC).
► Clinical Quality Reviews (CQR)
Acute/Community/Mental Health.

► Draft CCG Organisational Framework
► Human Resources OD Plan: Updates of
the OD plan are included on the
Corporate Governance Committee.
► Board development programme.
► A number of work-steams are in
progress/plan:
- Communications Strategy.
- Developing SharePoint.
- Staff support through Transition
(local and GM level).
- Health and Well Being Programme.
- Skill audit - in plan.

► Strategy for Quality 2012 - 2015.
► Innovation.
► Integrated Commissioning Plan.
► Performance.
► CQUIN Schemes - Quarterly Reports.
► QIPP Plan.
► Patient Engagement - links to HWB.
► Patient Experience - Provider Reports.

► Board and Sub Committee receive
Assurance Reports.
► The BAF development is scrutinised and
monitored at quarterly intervals by:
- Corporate Governance Committee
- Audit Committee
- CCG Governing Body
► CQUIN schemes performance against
agreed targets monitored through the
provider Clinical Quality Review
process and reported through
Clinical Governance Committee.
► The QIPP plan and performance against
targets are monitored through the QiPP
meetings and reported through Finance
and Performance Committee; Clinical
Governance Committee.
The Performance Report is also received
by the Governing Body.
► Contract specifications include KPI's
are monitored through the contract
monitoring meetings and reported
through Finance and Performance
Committee to the Governing
Body.

►Governing Body Clinical Lead for
Quality.
►Governing Body Board Level Nurse.
►CCG Strategy on a Page - Completed.
►NHS GM BAF and Risk Submissions all
returns completed within deadlines.
►Governing Body Committees: meet no
less than bi-monthly and Chairpersons
reports received by Governing Body.
►CCG Board Assurance Framework
(BAF) reports on developments are
received by:
- Corporate Governance Committee
- Audit Committee
- Governing Body
►Strategy for Quality 2012 - 2015
approved
►Quality Report to go to December
Governing Body meeting.
►Clinical Quality Reviews (CQR)
Acute/Community/Mental Health
Chairpersons reports included on
Clinical Governance agenda bimonthly.
►Provider performance is reported to
F&PSC (bi -monthly) and to Clinical
Governance
►CQUIN schemes monitored through
CQR process
(Acute/Community/Mental Health).
Chairpersons reports included on
Clinical Governance agenda
bi-monthly.

► Board and Committees to strengthen
the challenge to "owners" of "failing"
areas to develop robust and timely
action plans in all cases.

► Board and Sub Committee receive
Assurance Reports
► The BAF is monitored at quarterly
intervals by Board
► COQUIN schemes performance against
agreed targets monitored through CQR
process and reported through Clinical
Gov SC
►QIPP plan and performance against
targets monitored through the QiPP
meetings and reported through Finance
and Performance SC and Clinical Gov
SC to Board.
► Contract specifications include KPI's
monitored through the contract
monitoring meetings and reported
through Finance and Performance SC
to Board.

Failure to:
► Protect the reputation of the CCG from
adverse publicity in respect of poor
performance, leading to a lack of
confidence in the CCG from its
stakeholders.
► Act in the best interests of our
local population by meeting national
targets
►Avoid adverse regulatory reports, in
respect of securing VFM in the CCG's
commissioning
► Ensure the "Quality" aspect of QiPP is
being addressed.
► Address potential areas for improvement
from National benchmarking reviews.
► Deliver the CCG's goals and objectives.

► Internal, External and Monitor audit
reports.
► CQC registration of providers.
► CQC periodic reviews.
► Monthly exception reporting of all
under performing KPI's and QiPP
targets.
► Patient Survey/s.
► Senior management review on a
quarterly basis of all QiPP schemes.
► QiPP monitoring group (monthly)
chaired by a CCG Clinical Lead where
issues of under performance can be
raised and discussed.

► Board and Committees to strengthen
the challenge to "owners" of "failing"
areas to develop robust and timely
action plans in all cases.

► CCG Organisational Framework under
90 day consultation (Aug/Sept/Oct).
► Critical functions/roles are to be
identified and appointed to (these will
be interim until 31/04/2012.
► Plan for delivery monitored by:
- Who?
- Where? and
- How often?
► Milestones set in transition in line with
Project Plan and HR Frameworks.

Failure to:
►Ensure organisational capability and
capacity.
►Ensure compliance with Health and
Safety Legislation and regulation in
relation to good employment practices.

► Progress with OD Strategy will be
monitored by Corporate Governance
Sub Committee.

► Lack of realistic and achievable
outcome performance measures for
OD strategy
► Lack of accurate records re staff
access to development & support
opportunities
► Lack of accurate records re PDR’s
with staff
► Lack of accurate database to retain
job descriptions
► Establishment control

► Board and Sub Committee Assurance
Reports.
► CQUIN Schemes & Performance.
► QIPP Plan & Performance.
► Contract specifications include KPI's.
► Patient Engagement and Experience
KPI's.
(KPI's monitoring and assurance?).

Failure to:
► Secure improvements within
Commissioned Services.
► Protect the reputation of the CCG from
adverse publicity in respect of poor
performance, leading to a lack of
confidence in the CCG from its
stakeholders.
► Act in the best interests of our
local population by meeting national
targets
► Avoid adverse regulatory reports, in
respect of securing VFM in the CCG's
commissioning
► Ensure the "Quality" aspect of QiPP is
being addressed.
► Address potential areas for improvement
from National benchmarking reviews.
► Deliver the CCG's goals and objectives.

► Internal, External & Monitor audit
reports.
► CQC registration of providers.
► CQC periodic reviews.
► Monthly exception reporting of all
under performing KPI's and QiPP
targets.
► Patient Survey/s.
► Senior management review on a
quarterly basis of all QiPP schemes.
► QiPP monitoring group (monthly)
chaired by a CCG Clinical Lead where
issues of under performance can b e
raised and discussed.

► Board and Committees to strengthen
the challenge to "owners" of "failing"
areas to develop robust and timely
action plans in all cases.
► CQR process potential gap as Public
Health transfer to Local Authority –
handover

►CCG Corporate Objectives for Quality
are mapped within the CCG Board
Assurance Framework
► Governing Body Clinical Lead in place
for Quality and Safety
► Governing Body Committee - Clinical
Governance (meets bi-monthly)
► Governing Body Committee - F&P
Committee (meets bi-monthly)
► Performance report produced
monthly and submitted to Governing
body and related Committees
► Provider Contract Development and
Monitoring Meetings
► Provider Clinical Quality Review
Group/s meet Bi-monthly
► CQR Chairpersons Reports are
received by ClGC
► Strategy for Quality 2012 – 2015 Approved
► Quality and Safety Report ( to
Governing Body and ClGC)
► Robust business case process for
QiPP schemes
► Senior Management allocated as
owners for KPI's and individual QiPP
schemes
► Clinical leads identified on all QiPP
business cases.
► Audit report
► CCG Authorisation – positive
feedback on Quality agendas

►Early Warning System (EWS) requires
further development.

► Regular reporting monthly ( with
exception reporting applied)
► Robust business case process for QiPP
schemes using SMART
► Senior Management & Clinical Leads
allocated as owners for KPI's and
individual QiPP schemes, Quality
aspects included in all business cases
► Board Level - Clinical Lead for Quality
appointed
► CCG Strategy on a Page - Quality
included
► Strategy for Quality 2012 -2015.
► Clinical Quality Reviews (CQR)
Acute/Community/Mental Health.
► Contract Perf/Monitoring Meetings.
CQUIN schemes
(Acute/Community/Mental
Health/CHC).
► Reviews undertaken by Internal,
External and Monitor audit reports.
►Benchmarking reviews undertaken,
Health Profiles summarised to identify
potential opportunities

►None

► OD Strategy progress reports to:
- Corporate Governance Sub
Committee
- WBCCG Board.
► National Frameworks
- Members of the Good Work, Good
Health Charter
- Development & Support Opportunities
available to staff at NHS GM and local
level
- Right Corecare Employee Assistance
Package available to all staff
- Governing Body and Board
Development Programme
- Regular transition updates from Board
and NHS GM i.e. staff briefings
- Mandatory Training
- Local HR support

► Job Descriptions for all posts in new
CCG structure
► HR Policies to be updated
► OD Strategy not widely communicated
► PDR’s not routinely completed
► Current Mandatory Training may not
be currently fit for purpose
► Skills Audit and Training Needs
Analysis not completed
►Talent Management and Workforce
Development Strategy

► CCG Corporate Objectives mapped
via CCG Board Assurance Framework
► Governing Body Clinical Lead for
Quality and Safety
► Governing Body Committee - Clinical
Governance (meets bi-monthly)
► Provider Clinical Quality Review
Meeting (s) - Bi-monthly
►Performance report produced
monthly and submitted to Governing
body, F&P and CLGC.
► Strategy for Quality 2012 – 2015 Approved
► Quality and Safety Report (Governing
Body and ClGC)
► Monthly/Quarterly Reporting (with
exception reporting applied)
► Robust business case process for QiPP
schemes
► Senior Management allocated as
owners for KPI's and individual QiPP
schemes
► Clinical leads identified on all QiPP
business cases.
► Audit report
► CCG Authorisation – positive feedback
on Quality agendas

► Quality Team appointments have been
successful, however until further
appointments to vacant posts are
completed the appointed staff still
hold responsibility for those functions
and day to day workload.
► Early Warning System (EWS) requires
further development
► Development of the Quality Dashboard
commenced but requires further work
and review/approval by the Clinical
Governance Committee
► Compliance with emergent National
guidance
- Developing CCG Governance in
respect of safety, clinical
effectiveness and engagement

RAG
Status

Risk Rating

I

Lead

4

Position Summary Statement
(Further Actions)

LxI

Julie
Southworth

2

Owner(s)

8

A

Lynn Mitchell As noted within the positive assurances the CCG
has systems in place that ensure that Quality KPI's
are included within the contracting process. The
governing Body receives reports from the
responsible Committees - Clinical Governance and
Finance & Performance Committee on the current
status of provider compliance with the KPI's.
The Governing Body and related Committees
together will provide the challenge to "owners" in
respect of any "failing" areas.
Further work is ongoing in the following areas :
CCG Early Warning System
Plan for the handover of the Clinical Quality
Review (CQR)
- Embedding Quality (KPIs') within the contracting
process
Further progress will be reported at the next update
(31 March 2013)
►Handover plan for Provider CQR
►EWS Development
►CCG Governing Body and Committees
the challenge to "owners" in respect of
"failing" areas.
►Embedding Quality (KPIs) within the
contracting process

Chris Melling

3

4

12

4

8

4

8

Jo Small/
Role Content specification (RCs) completed by all
Susan Atherton staff as part of transition process. These have been
used to develop RCs’s for posts in the new CCG
structure and are being used in conjunction with
generic job descriptions.
Workforce stratification document is being
maintained on an ongoing basis for excising PCT.
List of all posts in the new structure has been
developed and when all posts are filled will be used
to maintain establishment control.
Mandatory training id being looked at as part of
shut down action planning. On-line training is
available to all staff.
► Implement actions in OD Plan 2012 – 2016
► Job Descriptions for all posts developed
and establishment list developed and
maintained 31 Dec 2012
► HR Policies Reviewed and Updated
31 March 2013
► OD Strategy to be summarised and
communicated 31 March 2013
► Set up reporting & recording
mechanisms with CSU and Local
Authority 31 March 2013
► Mandatory Training to be reviewed and
made fit for purpose December 2012
► Develop realistic and achievable
outcome performance measures for
OD Strategy 31 March 2013

A

Julie
Southworth

2

Regular reporting of areas that maybe under
performing in terms of performance or QIPP
continues to Board & Committees. Timetables and
processors are being established to ensure the
QiPP programme for 13/14 is in place, and there
are clear lines of ownership and accountability.
A Corporate dashboard is being developed to assist
in the triangulation of performance, quality, activity
and QIPP in line with the “Everyone Counts “
Operating Plan for 13/14. This will assist board and
committee members in making informed decisions.

A

Julie
Southworth

2

Wayne
Sanders

A

Lynn
Mitchell

The level of progress made in respect of the
development, implementation and monitoring of the
Quality and Safety agendas has been positively
reflected with the recent successful CCG
Authorisation. As noted within the assurances the
Clinical Governance Committee (ClGC) has the
overall responsibility for reporting to the Governing
Body in respect of Quality and improvement. The
Governing Body and the ClGC together will provide
the challenge to "owners" in respect of any "failing"
areas.
Further work is ongoing in the following areas :
CCG Early Warning System
Quality Dashboard
Plan for the handover of the Clinical Quality
Review (CQR)
Progress will be reported at the next update (31
March 2013)
►EWS Development 01/03/2013 SF/LM
►Quality Dashboard Development
01/03/2013 SF/LM
►Enhance/Develop CCG Quality and
Safety ensuring compliance with
national guidance. Progress will require
review at 31/03/2013 to set out further
CCG ambitions for 2013/14.
31/03/2013 SF/LM
►Recruitment to vacant positions Governance 31/03/2013 JS
►Handover plan for Provider CQR
31/03/2013 JS

►CCG Governing Body and Committees
the challenge to "owners" in respect of
"failing" areas. 31/03/2013 AA/JS

Item 9.1

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Committee Name
Date of Meeting
Name of Receiving Committee
Date of Receiving Committee Meeting
Officer Lead

Dr Katie Clifford (deputising for Dr Trivedi)
Atherleigh Executive
19th February 2013
WBCCG
26th March 2013
Viv Smith

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.
2.
3.
Attendance at the meeting:

Acceptable 2 apologies

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the committees Terms of Reference?

Yes

Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
CCG Update





The Clinical Director roles are being advertised internally. The closing date is flexible.
The Board is required to provide details of practice engagement and consequences for disengaged
practices that continue to fail. Following discussion it was agreed that the possible approaches include:
1. Financial implication
2. Contractual implication
3. Regulatory implication including performance management
Patient forums expressed concern at the mechanism for connection to WB CCG Board. There are 48
Patient Groups in Wigan Borough; only ALPF has a patient forum. Frank Costello is Lay Member on the
Board with a special responsibility for Patient Communication. Continuous engagement with Patient
Groups is a requirement of Authorisation.

Finance Update
Andrea Gallant presented Month 09 Financial Reporting Pack for Atherleigh. The reporting pack was welcomed
by the Executive. A more detailed pack will be available for practices giving by practice by practice
information and trend descriptions.
QiPP Update
Chris Melling (CM) gave a QiPP update. QiPP targets continue to be achieved in 2012/13.
CM circulated a matrix of the QiPP Working Group Structure. CM aims to populate each directorate with a named
contact giving clinical input. It is planned to have one or two meetings per work stream before the end of this
financial year. It was agreed that
 Bob Kirk will join the COPD work stream.
 Delia Clarke will join the Diabetes work stream
 Hari Sukhavasi will join the CVD work stream
 Ernie Rothwell will approach PPGs asking for volunteers to be a part of the matrix.
Locality Update
 The invited speakers at the GP forum are proving to be productive
 It was agreed to link the themes for education between the GP forum and the Nursing fora. Common
themes will lead to delivering the same messages throughout practices.
 General approval was given for a Locality wide interactive/education forum to be held once or twice


Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)

Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

yearly.
Integrated Neighbourhood Teams
Jane Wilson, Clinical Facilitator for the Bridgewater Integrated Neighbourhood Team programme joined the
meeting to give an overview of the INT launch.
 The District Nurse Service will undergo redesign and will become based by practice rather than by
geography.
 Bob Kirk’s practice is operating a pilot for the new INT service. BK feedback that no change is yet
apparent
 The target is to involve all practices before the end of March 2013.
The INT team was invited to give a presentation at a future GP Forum
Agreed actions from the Meeting

Chairperson’s Additional Comments

Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s

Item 9.2

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Committee Name
Date of Meeting
Name of Receiving Committee
Date of Receiving Committee Meeting
Officer Lead

Dr Mohan Kumar
Patient Focus
19th February 2013
WBCCG
26th March 2013
Viv Smith

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.
2.
3.
Attendance at the meeting:

Acceptable – 2 apologies

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the committees Terms of Reference?

Yes

Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
CCG Update





The Clinical Director roles are being advertised internally. The closing date is flexible.
The Board is required to provide details of practice engagement and consequences for disengaged
practices that continue to fail. Following discussion it was agreed that the possible approaches include:
1. Financial implication
2. Contractual implication
3. Regulatory implication including performance management
Patient forums expressed concern at the mechanism for connection to WB CCG Board. There are 48
Patient Groups in Wigan Borough; only ALPF has a patient forum. Frank Costello is Lay Member on the
Board with a special responsibility for Patient Communication. Continuous engagement with Patient
Groups is a requirement of Authorisation.

Finance Update
Andrea Gallant presented Month 09 Financial Reporting Pack for Patient Focus. The reporting pack was
welcomed by the Executive. A more detailed pack will be available for practices giving by practice by
practice information and trend descriptions.
QiPP Update
Chris Melling (CM) gave a QiPP update. QiPP targets continue to be achieved in 2012/13.
CM circulated a matrix of the QiPP Working Group Structure. CM aims to populate each directorate with a named
contact giving clinical input. It is planned to have one or two meetings per work stream before the end of this
financial year. It was agreed that
 Bob Kirk will join the COPD work stream.
 Delia Clarke will join the Diabetes work stream
 Hari Sukhavasi will join the CVD work stream
 Ernie Rothwell will approach PPGs asking for volunteers to be a part of the matrix.
Locality Update
 The invited speakers at the GP forum are proving to be productive
 It was agreed to link the themes for education between the GP forum and the Nursing fora. Common
themes will lead to delivering the same messages throughout practices.
 General approval was given for a Locality wide interactive/education forum to be held once or twice


Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)

Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

yearly.
Integrated Neighbourhood Teams
Jane Wilson, Clinical Facilitator for the Bridgewater Integrated Neighbourhood Team programme joined the
meeting to give an overview of the INT launch.
 The District Nurse Service will undergo redesign and will become based by practice rather than by
geography.
 Bob Kirk’s practice is operating a pilot for the new INT service. BK feedback that no change is yet
apparent
 The target is to involve all practices before the end of March 2013.
The INT team was invited to give a presentation at a future GP Forum
Agreed actions from the Meeting

Chairperson’s Additional Comments

Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s

Item 9.3

TABA LOCALITY EXECUTIVE GROUP REPORT (FEBRUARY 2013)
Chairperson’s Name
Locality Name
Date of Meeting
Date of Receiving Board Meeting
Officer Lead

Ashok Atrey
TABA
19th February 2013 TABA LEG
Toni Cooper

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.
Clostridium Difficile cases
2.
Integrated care (Long term conditions)
3.

NHS 111

Attendance at the meeting:

GPs and Practice Managers

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the Terms of Reference?

Yes

Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
Part 1 – Membership/Engagement/Communications

1. Locality Memberships Groups
Update from CCG to Locality and any message from Practices to CCG.
One practice had a patient admitted to Royal Bolton Hospital and found to have Clostridium difficile.
Not clear if acute infection, carrier state, further report and RCA (root Cause Analysis) requested.
Tim Boxer discussed update on Budget allocation in view of change in list sizes – winners and losers,
Practices meeting or staying below prescribing budgets, referrals and A/E attendances and those that
are not to create further awareness. He also discussed overall picture in meeting PCT spend.
Update from GP forum – ENT services as discussed in previous GP forum meeting being looked at
with proposition for equitable services for TABA as for other locality in place. Date for next GP forum
fixed and Dr Aziz of WWLT agreed to deliver lecture on COPD.
Update from Medicine Management lead expressed concern regarding excessive prescribing of PPIs
especially by Royal Bolton Hospital.
Update from Practice manager’s forum – working jointly on QPs, QiPPs and making progress towards
meeting CQC agenda. QP 8, 11 and 14 broad agreement reached with pathways defined. Practices to
adopt these to suit them.
Development of new Care Pathways
1. ENT
2. Ophthalmology
3. Trauma and orthopaedics
4. Paediatrics
5. Elderly medicine
6. General medicine


Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)

7. Non-elective care
Update from Practice Nurse’s forum –no meeting held as there is no lead Nurse at present..

Agreed actions from the Meeting

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s

Clostridium difficile case

Practice with the case

Discuss further Prescribing, referrals and A/E attendances

AKA and TC

Complete QP and submit and start working on these

Toni Cooper and all practice managers

Chairperson’s Additional Comments

Clostridium difficile RCA to see if we can do anything different to reduce its occurrence.
Revisit Prescribing, referrals and A/E attendances.
KK
NHS111 continues to be a night mare. We do not think it has been thought through but is
going ahead!
LMC
We do need to do plan for the management of long term condition and risk stratification
but not sure if BCHC’s current INT programme is the answer. It needs further
development. Hub of these teams needs to be locality based.
AKA

Item 9.4

LOCALITY EXECUTIVE REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Locality Name
Date of Meeting
Date of Receiving Board Meeting
Officer Lead

Dr T Ellis
Wigan Commissioning Locality
19 March 2013

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.

Prescribing – Concerns regarding management of dementia patients – donepezil now off patent –
costs less than £40 per year to prescribe. Consultants are continually starting patients on memantine
which is far more expensive with no extra clinical value. Dr Seabrook meeting consultant next week
with Medicines Management and will raise the issue. Suggestion that GPs should question the
decision when they receive a request to prescribe memantine. Also felt that the group as a whole
should write to relevant consultants to express their concerns.

JS

2.

111 – soft launch imminent – unclear as to how the service will affect practice workload. Important for
practices to have a unified telephone message during out of hours.
Out of hours service – practices currently receive long feedback letters from out of hours. EG 9 pages
of pre-set questions which haven’t been used / completed and then at the end a diagnosis of otitis
media. Inappropriate and frustrating.

TE

3.

Attendance at the meeting:

Acceptable

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the Terms of Reference?

Yes

Action
Memantine - Practices to question decisions on receipt of letters and
also letter to be sent on behalf of group. A standard practice letter
and a letter from group to be prepared for next meeting.
111 – all practices agree to use the message provided. If any
concerns arise to bring to next meeting for discussion.
OOH feedback - Dr T Kelly will write to out of hours on behalf of
locality.

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s
E Jackson

All practices
Dr T Kelly

Chairperson’s Additional Comments



Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)
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TK

Item 9.5

LOCALITY EXECUTIVE REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Locality Name
Date of Meeting
Date of Receiving Board Meeting
Officer Lead

Dr Peter Marwick
North Wigan
19TH February 2013

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.

Bridgewater Integrated Teams – risk to workload and resources

2.

Healthier Together – potential for major impacts on local care.

3.

C-Diff - Receipt of notification or information on discharge letters?

Attendance at the meeting:

Excellent

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the Terms of Reference?

Yes

PM

North Wigan committee discussed:
C-diff & MRSA
Bridgewater integrated care teams
CCG Updates,
Healthier Together
Budget Packs
Prescribing update
AOB
Action
Ask for Volunteers for Service Redesign Committee
Discuss idea for potential Clinical Forum
Discuss & Share integrated team information in Practice
Share Healthier Together Invite

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s
Each Practice NW Rep
Each Practice NW Rep
Each Practice NW Rep
Each Practice NW Rep

Chairperson’s Additional Comments



Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)
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Item 9.6

LOCALITY EXECUTIVE REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Locality Name
Date of Meeting
Date of Receiving Board Meeting
Officer Lead

Dr Sanjay Wahie
ULC
19th February 2013

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.

Healthier Together Vision Document

2.
3.
Attendance at the meeting:

Excellent – Some Apologies

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the Terms of Reference?
Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
Financial Update
Tim Boxer updated the group in regards to the 2% budget changes.
MIAA Roger Causer
Oversight of NHS Counter Fraud, in particular CCG’s and Localities need to be aware of Bribery Act 2011
Healthier Together Vision Document
Important document that needs to be read. Dr Wahie would like 3 or 4 GPs to attend the meeting at Salford City
Stadium on March 13th to consider the long term future of services. GPs to inform Dr Wahie or Andrea Lythgoe of
their interest in attending the meeting.
Clinical Directors posts
Andrea Lythgoe to email all GPs with this information as some do not appear to have received it yet.
CCG 111 Update
Any practices not returning the list and are advised to do so.
GP commissioning scheme
ULC will work with AL/PF to learn how they do the peer review section and see if it can be implemented in ULC.
Integrated Neighbourhood Teams
Overview of the new service for the management of high risk patients with long term conditions. Discussed the
practicalities of INTs. ULC board asked if Sarah Murphy and Eugene Lavan (Bridgewater CH) would return to
provide follow up at a later stage.
Spirometry Training Update
Dr Wahie enquired if spirometry training was arranged, confirmed by members
District Nurses
MK contacted Sarah Seddon (BHC) who confirmed that patients not already on the DN caseload will not be
eligible for annual blood test. PNs have to attend to provide blood tests at home for the house bound.
Agreed actions from the Meeting
GPs to inform of their interest in attending Healthier Together Vision


Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s
SW/AL to collate

Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)

Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

meeting
Email all GP’s regarding the Clinical Directors posts

AL

Practices to ensure that completed audits for High Cost Patients and
Cancelled operation to be sent in time for payment purposes.

AL

Spirometry Training dates to be circulated to all Practices

AL

Chairperson’s Additional Comments
It was informative to hear the view from MIAA and this was helpful for members.
There was debate about the healthier together project and members were keen to be updated.
Members were keen to learn from other localities on how they were implementing the GP commissioning
scheme.
Members were interested to hear about INT but were unsure how much time/ manpower it would take away from
practice. They would like to view the results of the pilot to see what lessons have been learnt.
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MEETING:

WBCCG Governing Body

DATE:

26th March 2013

Item Number: 9.7

REPORT TITLE:

Health Care Associated Infection (HCAI) - Monthly Update

REPORT AUTHOR:

Christine Sweeney

PRESENTED BY:

Christine Sweeney

RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISION
REQUIRED:

The Board is asked to receive and note the report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A zero tolerance approach towards avoidable infections continues to be highlighted as a quality
requirement in the NHS Outcome Framework 2012/13. Reducing health care associated infections
including Clostridium difficile and MRSA are a key part of this.
The aim of this report is to provide Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group Governing Body with
progress in the areas of :



Clostridium difficile Infections (CDI)
MRSA bacteraemia

FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED:

TRACKING
Committee
/Meeting
Consideration
required
y/n
Date of
submission
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Health Care Associated Infection Monthly Update
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update Wigan Borough Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body on the year-to-date performance with regards to the reduction of
healthcare associated infections.

2.

Introduction

2.1

A zero tolerance approach towards avoidable infections continues to be highlighted as a
quality requirement in the NHS Outcome Framework 2012/13, to ensure that people are
treated in a safe environment and protected from harm. Clostridium difficile infection
(CDI) and MRSA bacteraemias are used as performance measures, with reduction
targets set for the locality. The trajectory for 2012/2013 is 91 CDI’s and 6 MRSA
bacteraemias.

3.

Headline

3.1

At February 2013 there have been 8 MRSA bacteraemias,4 pre 48 hours (community
acquired) 2 of which proved to be contaminants and 4 post 48 hours. The 4 post 48 hour
infections occurred at Christies Hospital, Royal Albert Edward Infirmary (x 2) and Royal
Bolton Hospital

3.2

At February 2013 there have been 112 CDI’s reported this is 28 above the set year-todate trajectory. (appendix1)

4.

Current Concerns

4.1

The organisation is currently 21 above year end trajectory for Clostridium difficile and 2
above year end trajectory for MRSA bacteraemia. This upward trend means that the
organisation has not met the HCAI trajectory for 2012/13.
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5.

Performance data (April – February 2013)

5.1

Target Performance - Clostridium difficile

PCT:
Clostridium
difficile data

Apr12

May
-12

Jun
-12

Jul12

Aug
-12

Sep12

Oct12

Nov
-12

Dec12

Jan13

Feb
-13

7
(3)
9
-2
7
9

10
(4)
8
2
17
17

10
(4)
8
2
27
25

8
(1)
7
1
35
32

10
(1)
7
3
45
39

11
(2)
7
4
56
46

13
(1)
7
6
69
53

17
(2)
8
9
86
61

8
(2)
8
0
94
69

12
(0)
8
4
106
77

6
(0)
7
-1
112
84

7
-7

-2

0

2

3

6

10

16

25

25

29

28

0

4
(1)

2
(2)

7
(3)

7
(3)

4
(3)

4
(3)

7
(5)

1
(1)

48
30

4

8

4

6

13

4

6

5

65

4

1
7

4

6

2
11

1
3

6

1
4

6
59

Monthly Actual
Red = relapse
Monthly Trajectory
Variance
Cumulative Actual
Cumulative
Trajectory
Variance

Breakdown from MESS data:
Acute apportioned
4
4
4
cases
(3)
(3)
(4)
Red = WWL
3
6
6
Non Acute
apportioned cases
Non Acute breakdown from MESS:
Nursing Home
1
GP
3
6
5

Mar13

Total

112
(20)
91
112
84
0

Table 1 *figures maybe corrected next month as final lock down of data is after submission date for board papers.

5.2

Target Performance - MRSA Bacteraemia

PCT: MRSA
bacteraemia
data

Apr12

May12

Jun12

Jul12

Aug12

Sep12

Oct-12

Nov12

Dec12

Jan13

Feb13

Monthly Actual

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

2

1

Monthly
Trajectory

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

6

Variance

-1

0

-1

2

-1

1

0

0

0

2

-1

0

2

Cumulative Actual

0

0

0

2

2

3

4

4

5

7

8

Cumulative
Trajectory

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

7

8

Variance

-1

-1

-2

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Breakdown from
MESS data:
Acute apportioned
cases
Non -Acute
apportioned
cases

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

4

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

4
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Mar13

Total
8

Non Acute
breakdown from
MESS:
Community
Hospital
Independent
Hospital

0
1

1
0

Nursing Home
GP

0
1

1

1

1

4

Penal
Establishment

0

Not known

0

Other

0

6.

Performance issues and actions

6.1

Clostridium difficile infection

6.1.2

Root cause analysis (RCA) continues to identify that a number of CDIs other than those
which receive antibiotics, have neoplastic disease, alcohol related disease or are
relapses following previous episodes of Clostridium difficile.

6.1.3

The Health Protection team seeks assurance from WWL that processes are in place
meet their set trajectories.

6.1.4

The Health Protection Team has now started to attend GP locality meetings and will be
asking practices to complete a modified root cause analysis tool to identify trends.

6.1.5 The Health Protection Team is currently supporting care homes in completing an RCA for
all CDI cases and are assisting homes by providing advice on the management of cases
and assisting in the develop of an appropriate action plan.
6.1.6

A major limitation of the current treatment of CDIs is CDI recurrence, RAEI has received
funding to trial fidaxomicin for patients considered at high risk of relapse.

6.1.7

Continue explore and share best practice with colleagues across the local health
economy and Greater Manchester

6.2

MRSA

6.2.1

The organisation is 2 above the year trajectory.

6.2.2

From the 1st April 2013 WBCCG will be responsible for both leading the post infection
review and the monitoring of all Pre 48 hour MRSA bacteraemias. The review of post 48
hour bacteraemias will be the responsibility of the Acute provider and WBCCG will be
informed that one has been initiated. In both cases this will be recorded on the data
capture system
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7.

Conclusion

7.1

In respect of clostridium difficile our analysis continues to show us that the majority of
cases identified from the case reviews undertaken are in patients with co-morbidities and
chronic long term conditions and relapses. The five key risk groups of patients remain
unchanged:





Relapses
Alcohol related illness – higher end of the spectrum with Liver failure
Cancer patients, particularly the elderly
Chronic wounds (leg ulcers)
Patients that are fed artificially via a PEG/Nasogastric tube.

Work will continue with all primary and secondary providers to improve the overall
incidences of Healthcare Associated Infections.
7.2

Monthly review of the local recovery action plan for CDI continues to be implemented.
(Appendix 2).

7.3

Work needs to continue to improve antibiotic prescribing in primary care, the key
message being, that it is not about not prescribing antibiotics but about using the right
antibiotic at the right time, right reason and for the right length of time.

8.

Recommendations

8.1

The board is asked to receive this report and approve the following actions.
 In order to meet WBCCG trajectory for CDI for 2013/14 it is important that the
current recovery action plan is reviewed and developed to ensure all necessary
interventions are in place, to support achievements in meeting future targets.
 The Health Protection Team to work with the Alcohol strategy group on the active
case management of the higher end liver failure patients to ensure that HCAI is
included on the care pathway. The Associate Head of Health Protection to attend
the next meeting to raise awareness.
 The Health Protection Team to work with Cancer Commissioners, particularly in
respect of elderly cancer patients and specific cancers i.e. prostate and bowel
ensuring that HCAI is included with care pathways
 The Health Protection Team to work with localities to ensure that actions and
support required is targeted and effective in the management of relapse cases.
The Associate Head of Health Protection to work with the HCAI lead in each
locality.
 The Health Protection Team to work with localities and other professional
involved in wound care and management of PEG/nasogastric fed patients
ensuring that HCAI is included in the management care pathway.
 That the WBCCG Governing Body receives monthly updates on HCAI
performance.

March 2013
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Appendix 1
Clostridium difficile cases (2012/13)
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July

August

September

Cumulative PCT Actual (Predicted)

October

November

Cumulative Trajectory

December

January

March

Annual Target (91 cases)

Appendix 2
Clostridium difficile Action Plan – NHS Ashton Leigh and Wigan – February 2013

This action plan has been drafted in response to NHS Ashton Leigh and Wigan (ALW) having exceeded its year to date trajectory for Clostridium
difficile infections. At the end of February 2013 NHS ALW has been attributed 112 cases of Clostridium difficile against a year to date trajectory of 84.
BOROUGH WIDE ACTIONPLAN FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CLOSTRIDIUM DIFFICILE
PCO/CCG
Start
Action
Lead/s
Date
Completion Date
1
Initiate and develop CCG Clostridium difficile
Kate Ardern/Christine Sweeney
project turnaround meetings with the HCAI leads
Dec-12
January 2013
from each of the localities
2
NHS ALW Health Protection Team to provide
each locality with monthly report of HCAI by
Dec-12
Monthly
Christine Sweeney
Practice.
Keith Park
3
Review and reissue guidance on the application
of READ code as a flag on patient records for
Dec-12
January 2013
Christine Sweeney
GDH positive patients
4
Review and reissue all clostridium difficile
Christine Sweeney
Dec-12
January 2013
guidance documents.
Keith Park
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

All practices to receive the modified Root Cause
Analysis Tool
Explore best/evidence based practice within other
organisations who have had recent successes in
reducing
Explore with WWL if the Advanced nurse
practitioner’s are able to follow up cases in Care
Homes
Investigate how many of the 69 cases are true
community acquired and how many had been
discharged within 14 days of onset of symptoms
Explore the development of a LES for Clostridium
difficile and Antibiotic prescribing
NHS ALW Health Protection team to work with
local care homes in completing RCA’s for CDI
cases and supporting them in the development
and monitoring of the action plan

Christine Sweeney

Christine Sweeney

January 2013

Dec-12

Monthly/ongoing

Dec-12

March-13

G

Position Statement
Seeking support from the CCG Governing
Body to approach Localities (22/01/2013)

G

Monthly reports now being issued to
localities

G

G
G

G

Keith Park
Christine Sweeney
Lynda Barkess- Jones (WWL)

A

Christine Sweeney
Lynda Barkess- Jones
Medicines Management Team
Christine Sweeney
Christine Sweeney
Keith Park
Care home managers
Christine Sweeney
Lynda Barkess- Jones
Dr Rob Nelson

Key communications to practices regarding

Medicines Management Team

Discussions held with colleagues across
GM, action plans are very similar to This
action plan.
Initial meeting held with Lynda BarkessJones WWL 11/1/13. Work is ongoing.
Work is underway

Dec-12

Feb-13

Dec-12

Jan-13

Dr Rob Nelson

Seek assurances from WWL that the
rationalization of pathology services will have no
detrimental effect on primary care.
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Dec-12

RAG

A

R

Further exploration is required with
Medicine Management and NHS CB LAT
Ongoing on an individual case basis.

Jan-13

Review monthly

Dec-12

Review Monthly

Dec-12/

End of Jan-13

R

A

Progress discussed at the JBWIPCC
December 2012, agreed to provide monthly
feedback
Medicines management continue to support

BOROUGH WIDE ACTIONPLAN FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CLOSTRIDIUM DIFFICILE
PCO/CCG
Start
Action
Lead/s
Date
Completion Date
antibiotic switch and other key messages for
Jan-13
clinicians and patients

Wrightington Wigan and Leigh NHS FT
Action
Bi-annual static Mattress audit (All Divisions)
13

Lead/s

Start Date

Completion Date

RAG
A

RAG
G

LBJ – ICT

Position Statement
Localities

Position Statement
Ongoing
Next audit date being negotiated

Infection Control Team to request spot audit of
mattresses when CDT results phoned to wards

Aug-11

Ongoing

Bi-annual checks – purchase new as required
Update training in mattress checking for all
wards/departments

G

LBJ - ICT
Aug-11

14

Aug -11

Amend Mattress checking form
Replacement of condemned trolley mattresses
15

G

Heads of Department

Porters (9)
Aug-11

Endoscopy (8)

Completed

Emergency floor (6)
16




Patient bedside chair audit
Infection Control Team to request spot check
of chair cushion when CDT results phoned to
wards
PEAT to check chairs on bi-annual basis



Modified Bristol Stool chart completed for all
patients with an in-patient stay over 24 hours’




Timely specimen taking
Timely Isolation of patients

Education of staff in Chlor clean make-up and
usage




LBJ - ICT
LBJ – ICT



Peat Team

Implemented Sep-11
Ongoing
Implemented Jan-12
Jul-11



G

Ward managers
Aug-11

ICT
Aug-11

Ongoing via
workshops and ad
hoc training

Aug-11

Sep-11

17
18

Faecal specimen audit combined with cross check
of patient isolation
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Ongoing – audited by
Matrons and ICT

Jan-12

Senior Matron & RN

G
G

All covered at Infection Control Workshops

Wrightington Wigan and Leigh NHS FT
Action
19

20

Number of isolates typed to be increased to rule
out transmission

Key areas are targeted for audit of antimicrobial
prescribing compliance

Lead/s

Start Date

Completion Date

RAG

RN
March –
July 2011
RN – Antibiotic pharmacist

Typing occurring at maximum rate
permitted by HPA referral guidance
Ongoing

G

2010
G
Quarterly
audits

PCO/CCG and WWLFT
21

Lead/s

Joint fortnightly review of all CDI cases to inform
action plan and dissemination of RCA results

LBJ – RN
Chris Sweeney & Keith Park

Review of performance against trajectory at all
performance monitoring meetings

Dr Kate Ardern

Continue to complete RCA on all pre 72 hour
cases

KP/CS

24

All cases of GDH positives and toxin negatives
also followed to prevent relapse

KP/CS

25

Training and awareness for staff, Including non
medical prescribers, Advanced Nurse
Practitioners, community matrons District Nurses,
Care Home Staff, Podiatrist, Hospice and Dental
Staff

KP/CS- Specialist Nurse
Infection Control Dentistry and
Community Provider Infection
Prevention Lead

Patient Hand Held card for all previous cases to
alert clinicians, plus information leaflets for all
patients
Local Antibiotic formulary reviewed and refreshed
including first and second line antibiotics.

KP/CS/GP’s

22
23

26

27

PCO/CCG Medicines Management
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Start Date

Position Statement

No evidence of transmission to date in
2011/2012
Regular rolling audit programme for all
areas. Also twice yearly point prevalence
audit of antimicrobial prescribing.

Ongoing
Excellence compliance demonstrated in
latest areas. Work ongoing to improve
documentation of stop dates.

Completion Date

RAG

Ongoing fortnightly

G

Position Statement

Apr-11

Oct-11

Ongoing
G
Ongoing
Reviewed weekly

G

2010
Jan-11

Ongoing reviewed
weekly

G

Ongoing

G

Ongoing
Review Monthly

G

Ongoing

Oct-11
Consultant Microbiologist Head
of Meds Management
Prescribing Leads for each
consortia

Aug-11

Lead/s

Start Date

Over trajectory at the end of 2011/12
New trajectory set for 2012/13 Target 91.

RSPH training continues. Specific CDI
training to non medical prescribers update
24/05/2012. Audit of antibiotic use at OOH
undertaken, indicating low prevalence of
high risk antibiotics i.e. cephalosporin’s and
quinolones.
Information leaflets available on both ALW
intra and internet sites. Staff informed via
by-monthly newsletter.
Issued to all General Practices

Dec-11
G

Deadline Comp

Progress

Position Statement

28

29

30

31

32

Antibiotic reports used to compare this PCT with
neighboring PCT’s across Greater Manchester.

UP/LS

Antibiotic prescribing reports shared with CCG’s
regarding prescribing indicators i.e. percentage of
all antimicrobials that are quinolones,
cephalosporin’s, etc. All practices are named on
charts so CCG can demonstrate in open
discussion and identify outliers.
Medicines Management intervention with practices
who require further support encouraging outliers to
work with the antibiotic policy and guidance.

UP/LS
CCG Leads

Medicines Management Team working with GP’s
in relation to protein pump inhibitors (PPI) and the
possible impact of Clostridium difficile infections.

Meds Management Individual
Practices Prescribing Leads for
each consortia

The final development and distribution of the
Infection Prevention and Control Policy for Primary
Medical Care Premises and the Guidelines for
IP&C in Primary Care Premises (Resource Pack).

CS/KP

Further training and awareness sessions for GP’s
and CG’s

CS/KP Medical Director and
CCG Leads

Meds Management Individual
Practices

Review the RCA information gathering tool for
Clostridium difficile to ensure we capture all
relevant data.

Ongoing
monthly
and
quarterly
Ongoing
monthly
and
quarterly
Ongoing
monthly
and
quarterly
Ongoing
since June
2011

33

34

Ongoing
monthly
and
quarterly

Dates to be
confirmed ongoing

CS/KP

Update

Quarterly, monthly
and ongoing

G

Quarterly and ongoing

Quarterly, monthly
and ongoing

Quarterly, monthly and ongoing

G

Ongoing

Quarterly, monthly and ongoing
G

Ongoing

Quarterly, monthly and ongoing
G

Dec-11

G

Ongoing and
quarterly

G

To be completed
by end of
December 2011
Nov-11
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date

The final development and distribution of
the Infection Prevention and Control Policy
for Primary Medical Care Premises and the
Guidelines for IP&C in Primary Care
Premises (Resource Pack). For review
March 2013
Further training and awareness sessions for
GP’s and CG’s

Now piloting data capture tool
G
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Committee Name
Date of Meeting
Name of Receiving Committee
Date of Receiving Committee Meeting
Officer Lead

Tony Ellis
WBCCG Corporate Governance Committee
12th February 2013
WBCCG Board Meeting
26th March 2013
Julie Southworth

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility
Governance Framework for 2013/14
Developing Risk Registers for CCG 2013/14
Developing Research function for CCG

1.
2.
3.

Attendance at the meeting:

Acceptable

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the committees Terms of Reference?

Yes

Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
Declarations of Interest
TE declared an interest in any items on today’s agenda relating to the Wigan LMC due to his role as their Chair
28 day notice application rule now a standard item on the agenda.
Craig Hall has circulated an email to all Board Members and Senior Managers asking if they have any
relationships with Grant Thornton, as they are the proposed WBCCG auditors. Should anyone have a conflict of
interest, please advise Craig Hall.
Minutes/Actions
Agreed as a true and accurate record of the meeting
Complaints data – deferred to March meeting. Complaints manager has now left. Action Point: JS will pick up
with the new person completing this task.
Draft Governance Framework.
LM circulated the current Governance Framework and asked that this be put on the agenda for March to revisit
and look at the committees that will be in place.
Action Point: LM to circulate to leads for updating and bring back to March agenda, looking towards
tasking the Committees in April, looking at the terms of reference and making sure they are correct.
Terms of Reference to be reviewed at April 2013 as an agenda item
Communications Update
Report was circulated with the agenda providing an update on communications and engagement activity. Paul
Wilson briefed the meeting highlighting that significant progress still continues to be made in communicating with
stakeholders across the Borough. In January there was increased media coverage, which continues the trend for
a significant and large increase in positive media activity for WBCCG.
The PPG Communication and Engagement Group and the Locality Managers Implementation Group continue to
meet to help facilitate input from Patient Participation Group and Locality Business Managers to WBCCG
communications and engagement.
A new one page GP business news bulletin is regularly sent to all practices, providing links for GP practices to

read full information on a SharePoint.
Communication Engagement Group has now been up and running for 12 months. However, much more work is


Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)
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needed to take this forward. Meeting taking place this evening at Pennygate surgery.
FC confirmed that he is meeting with Trish Anderson to take engagement forward and formalise the
engagements structures.
Summary graphs for November and December circulated for information. Complaints regarding Primary Care
contracting issues, will now be taken on by the Local Area Team (LAT). This information, from April 2013, will
come into the CCG under a different format, but will still be circulated here for information.
Freedom Of Information Requests 40
Public/Press Enquiries
108
IT Performance Against SLA
Jonathan Kerry briefed the meeting on the SLA overview in relation to the previous period.
 Calls return to normal level – validation work within report to cater for issues with Bridgewater Data
 Continued reduction in breach calls
 On-going uneven distribution of call priorities – continue to highlight with provider
 Only 1 of 2 main KPI’s being met – continue to monitor.
The feedback from the Business Unit to date remains that the support is not adequate from Bridgewater with
varied levels of support performance. Some examples given were no awareness or presentation of an escalation
policy, distinct lack of consistency and lack of ownership of the call.
GP IT Project Developments continue to progress with all areas showing green or amber rag status.
Action Point: GP Primary Care IT Development now to be a standard agenda item.
IM&T Business Continuity & Mobilisation Update
An overview report was circulated with the agenda. Jonathan Kerry briefed the meeting as below:
Greater Manchester Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) will take responsibility for Corporate and General
Practice IT services from the 1 April 2013. This overview report is aimed to give assurance of the controls,
mechanisms and plans in place and being developed to ensure that WBCCG and its GP practice members
continue to receive high quality IM&T services during the transition process.
The full update can be viewed on SharePoint, but is also attached to these minutes for your convenience.

7.2a Business
Continuity IM&T.pdf

Action Point: JK to bring back to this meeting a review paper on the current GP Service Catalogue in
relation to future GM CSU service specification to highlight gaps in future service and potential costs
needed to be met locally.
Board Assurance Framework
Circulated for information Quarter 3 updated position at 31st December. Quarter 4 will be completed 31st March
2013 and presented at the April meeting of this committee. The model used is regarded nationally as best
practice and follows the GM style.
Corporate Objective 3, Gaps in Control, rag status red. Early Warning System being developed together with
research into systems for capturing patient, public and clinicians feedback.
A Board Away Day has been scheduled for the 26th February to review the Corporate Objectives for 2013/14.
Training with Associate Directors is also planned to make sure people understand fully their responsibilities
regarding the completing of the Board Assurance Framework. LM confirmed that she was confident that the
correct model would be in place, but ownership identification was vital. LM meeting with CSU to discuss. FC
stressed that when these objectives are set we need to be clear about what, who and how we are to measure the
Draft Version 1/Chairpersonsreport/050312

success of these objectives as they need to be different for different parts of the Borough.
Risk Registers
Circulated for information.
Corporate Risk Register is a risk management tool that enables the Organisation to clearly understand its
comprehensive ‘risk profile ‘.
Operational Risk Register provides a full review of all risks as part of the PCT Closedown, which was presented
at the Closedown Meeting last week. Either the risk will close down at 31st March by risk owners or sponsors, or
transfer to receiving organisation. Some finance rag status is showing amber as they can only be completed post
31st March 2013.
Human Resources Update
Jo Small joined the meeting to discuss the present position regarding Human Resources, highlighting:
Eighteen vacancies in the process of being filled. Over the next 2/3 weeks most people will be in post.
The process of transferring employees to the new organisations on 1st April 2013 is now in progress with both
sender and receiver organisations having legal requirements to fulfill. Letters have been sent to the Full Time
Trade Union Officers and the Chair of the NHSGM Staff Side, formally notifying them of the commencement of
consultation on the transfer and measures along with a list of all employees proposed for transfer.
Briefing Sessions have been set up on the 18th/19th February for staff transferring from ALWPCT to WBCCG.
RBMS (Choose and Book) – Discussions are ongoing with Bridgewater and Wigan Council regarding the
possible transfer of the RBMS function.
VRR Scheme – VRR Scheme still open to those employees who have right to transfer to a received organisation,
but do not have a role to transfer to. These employees have been written to advising of their eligibility to apply
and the process to follow to do so.
Compulsory Redundancy – The staff now at risk of compulsory redundancy is 5.
Employees involved in either VRR or Compulsory Redundancy will be eligible to access a tailored support
package delivered by Right Management.
Date Cleanse exercise is almost completed. Staff was asked to validate the electronic data held about them in
the Electronic Staff Record (ESR) and provide evidence to substantiate any change.
PCT shutdown – The HR team is heavily involved in activity required to ensure successful PCT Shutdown. An
action plan has been developed and is being progressed.
Julie Ashurst advised the meeting that a Payroll Sub Project Group had been set up as part of the PCT
closedown. The purpose of this Group is to ensure that everyone on our existing payroll is terminated and is
started on their new payroll.
Research and Development Update from Rachel Hall
Update circulated with agenda. Julie Southworth briefed the meeting.
Due to the Research and Development Manager post being redundant from 31st March 2013, Wigan Borough
CCG will need to make alternative arrangements for research and development activity and related research
governance and management tasks falling within their remit. CCGs have been given statutory responsibilities
around R & D which reflect their key role in ensuring that at a local level the need for good quality research,
innovation and strong evidence are at the core of decision making and commissioning. CCGs will need to
demonstrate and evidence how they:





Ensure research is commissioned and conducted on matters relevant to the health service
Use the best available research evidence when procuring and commissioning services
Monitor and review contracts and assess performance for all providers
Ensure that the NHS meets the treatment costs for their patients who are taking part in research
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Ensure that those patients who wish to participate are assisted in doing so.

PCT Closedown
Susan Boyes continues meeting every 2 weeks with lead staff to look at risk and progress made. No major risks
have been identified and no areas of contention. MT raised concerns for the staff who are all trying to balance
their new areas of work alongside their old PCT duties. Something we must all be aware of and make sure we
provide support as and when needed.
Audit
Internal Audit Follow-up Report and Progress Report circulated for information. TC confirmed that the migration
report had now been finalised and issued.
Agreed actions from the Meeting
Complaints Data – deferred to March Meeting
Draft Governance Framework circulated to leads for updating
GP Primary Care IT Development agenda item
Review of the current GP Service Catalogue in relation to future
GMCSU service specification to highlight gaps in future service and
potential costs needed to be met locally
Chairperson’s Additional Comments
N/A
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Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s
JS
LM
JP/JK
JK

Item 9.9

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Chairperson’s Name
Committee Name
Date of Meeting
Name of Receiving Committee
Date of Receiving Committee Meeting
Officer Lead

Frank Costello
Finance and Performance Committee
25 February 2013
CCG Board
26th March 2013

The top 3 risks identified during the meeting & initials of lead with designated responsibility

1.

Continuing failure to address T&O backlog

KG

2.

Degree of top-slicing of CCG Budget to fund Specialist Commissioning

MT

3.

Attainment of contract sign-off with all providers.

MT

Attendance at the meeting:

12

Was the agenda fit for purpose and reflective
of the committees Terms of Reference?

Yes

Narrative report outlining the key issues of the meeting
1.Disappointment with continuing slippage of T&O backlog performance and the need to resolve this within
acceptable financial limits.
2Concerns over disproportionate level of top –slicing to fund Specialist Commissioning. Discussions on-going
3.Request for significant funding from WWL to support several Business Cases submitted as part of the Contract
discussions- Panel of Clinicians to consider.
4 Potential funding of proposed Ashton Scheme in new NHS configuration
5 Financial and QIPP projected out-turns on target
Agreed actions from the Meeting

Name of lead with designated
responsibility for the action/s
KG

Continue dialogue with WWL ref T&O and report back
MT
Challenge level of top-slicing for Specialist Commissioning
KG
Special Meeting of Clinicians to consider WWL Business Cases
JS
Continue development of Ashton Business Case for submission to
PropCo

Chairperson’s Additional Comments
Productive well attended meeting with challenge to finalise budget position in period of considerable
uncertainty.



Excellent (well attended) Acceptable (some apologies) Unacceptable (not quorate)
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